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AES Corp
(NYSE: AES)

Buy<28 22.64 2.93 16.43 -12.68 0.17 39.7 B 4/28/2023 5/15/2023 5 80.5 Utility, Renewable
Energy

Management guides to annual earnings growth of 6-8% through 2027, reaffirms 7-9% growth rate through 2025, 2023 earnings guidance range of $1.65 to $1.75 per share. Also sets EBTIDA
target of $2.6 to $2.9 bil in 2023 with target annual growth of 3-5% annually and 17-20% excluding energy infrastructure. Also maintains 4-6% annual dividend growth guidance. Plans to triple
renewable energy capacity by adding 25-30 gigawatts of solar through 2027 and says will exit coal generation (7 GW capacity) by end of 2025 while growing utilities' rate base 10% annually.
Management says it has all solar panels in hand to complete 2023 projects, no problems with suppliers currently. Now reorganized into 4 "strategic business units." Q1 earnings per share rises
4.8% and EBITDA improves 1.1% on 13.6 revenue increase. Backlog of 11.9 GW is slightly lower than a year ago, signed contracts for facilities yet to be operational. Results benefit from asset
expansion and better wind/water conditions, offset partly by lower LNG margins due to "normalization" of the market. Management says 1/3rd of 51 GW US project pipeline qualify for additional
bonus tax credit of 10%. Green Hydrogen project moves ahead in Texas. Extension of natural gas power plant contracts in California a plus. Quality Grade B (No Change).

AGL Energy
(OTC: AGLXY, ASX:
AGL)

Buy<7 5.89 0.58 6.86 23.35 0.05 62 C 2/23/2023 3/31/2023 -59.7 30.6 Int'l Electricity

Next semi-annual earnings expected August 18, along with next semi-annual dividend declaration. FY2023 (end June 30) EBITDA range mid-point is AUD1.315 bil, underlying profit mid-point
is AUD240 mil from AUD260 mil. Closes Liddell coal power plant, will convert site to "energy hub" with 500 megawatt battery storage facility (AUD763 mil) and relocate portion of workers to
remaining coal-fired facilities in Australia, closure had been planned since 2017 despite opposition of former Liberal/National Party government due to rising cost of maintaining it and lower
wholesale power prices. Company plans additional 350 MW of battery storage elsewhere for installation date next year, AUD20 bil in renewable energy generation projects. Successfui
refinancing of AUD1.6 bil of debt in late April. Quality Grade C (No Change).

Algonquin Power &
Utilities
(NYSE: AQN, TSX:
AQN)

SWAP 8.94 4.85 -29.34 21.84 0.11 74.8 C 3/30/2023 4/14/2023 4.9 51.3 Utility/Renewable
Energy

Next earnings May 11, expect more details on planned asset sales and prospective growth from strategic plan. Cancels acquisition of Kentucky Power from American Electric Power following
Kentucky regulators' challenge. S&P revises outlook for BBB credit rating to stable from negative, says walking away from Kentucky Power improves flexibility and planned $1 bil asset sales no
longer needed to maintain rating as $2.6 bil debt "removed from balance sheet." EBITDA is still 75% regulated utility, 81% of output at unregulated renewable energy generation unit is under
long-term contracts (11 year average duration) with inflation escalators. Activist investors push for company to adhere to strategic plan. Company no longer has meaningful 2023 debt
maturities. Current 2023 earnings guidance range is 55 to 61 cents per share, supports recently lowered dividend. Quality Grade B (no change). Mandatory convertible preferred (AQNU) is a
better way to bet on recovery, providing upside leverage to common stock and a much higher yield.

Allete
(NYSE: ALE)

Buy<60 62.88 4.31 10.76 5.39 0.68 80.5 B 5/12/2023 6/1/2023 3.4 36.6 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management holds to long-term growth target 5-7% per year for earnings with commensurate dividend growth, $3 bil utility CAPEX, $3.55 to $3.85 per share guidance growth range for
2023.regulated operations accounting for 70% of profit at mid-point. Q1 earnings per share are lower by -17.7%, management says Minnesota Power February rate case order, milder winter
weather, less favorable wind conditions account for shortfall, partly offset by higher taconite customer margins. Closes on two wind projects in April to boost Q2 results as unregulated New
Energy unit closed a company record 30 megawatts of new porjects. Q1 interest expense up 5.5%, operating and maintenance costs up 13.8%. Regulated utility operations are 69.8% of
overall earnings. Industrial sales are lower -6.1% by volume, industrial revenue is 45.9% of total utility revenue. Quality Grade B (No Change).
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Alliant Energy Corp
(NYSE: LNT)

Buy<60 55.16 3.28 -1.87 4.48 0.45 61.2 A 4/27/2023 5/15/2023 6.2 58.2 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Affirms 2023 earnings per share guidance range of $2.82 to $2.96 per share, 5-7% annual growth is target through 2026. Q1 earnings per share are lower by -15.6%, transmission unit net
slightly higher, utilities earnings hurt by milder winter weather partly offset by rate base growth in Wisconsin. Q1 operating costs excluding fuel are up by 13.7%, transmission service costs up
5.8%, interest expense up 27% on asset expansion and use of variable rate debt. Adds 0.7% more natural gas utility customers, also 0.7% more electricity users. Iowa regulators push back on
plans to develop 400 megawatts solar and 75 MW battery storage under advanced ratemaking but may grant under more traditional rates. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Altagas Ltd
(TSX: ALA, OTC:
ATGFF)

Buy<25 17.62 4.75 -14.93 -5.33 0.28 57.4 B 6/15/2023 6/30/2023 3.8 55.8 Gas Utility/Energy
Transport

Q1 normalized earnings per share lower by -3.9%, normalized EBITDA per share is lower by -1.2% and cash from operations per share is lower by --13.9%. Utility unit EBITDA is down -1.7%
as mild weather and one-time items offset benefit of steady investment. Midstream EBITDA up 5.2% from year ago on volume growth partly offset by some higher costs including rail and lower
butane spreads. Gas processing volumes flat with a year ago, fractionation up 25% as company boosts supply for LPG export facilities. Also now plans LNG export facility in western Canada.
Company says it "connects" 12% of Japan's annual propane and 12% of South Korea's LPG imports. Still large amount of variable rate debt ($2.8 bil) means interest expense is volatile. New
contract for southern California natural gas plant a plus. Management affirms 2023 guidance for 5-7% annual growth through 2026, normalized EBITDA of CAD1.5 to CAD1.6 bil for 2023,
normalized earnings guidance of CAD1.85 to CAD2.05 per share. Plan is still to self fund CAPEX to reduce debt. Quality Grade B (no change).

Altice USA
(NYSE: ATUS)

SELL 2.72 N/A -72.83 -40.61 2.04 0 F 6/7/2018 6/6/2018 N/A 101.9 Communications

Q1 revenue declines by -5.3% from year ago quarter, residential service is down -5.6%, business service -1.1% and advertising -13.9%. EBITDA is lower by -12.4%. CAPEX up 48.6% at
25.4% of total revenue as management holds to full year guidance CAPEX of $1.7 to $1.8 bil. Free cash flow is at a deficit of -$166.1 mil in Q1. Debt interest expense is higher by 28.3%. Total
customer base shrinks by -2.8%, residential average revenue per user is down -2.7%. Company has added wireless and fiber broadband users but at slower pace than video and conventional
broadband losses. Acceleration of fiber buildout may be gradually stabilizing customer base, -11% decline in News and Advertising excluding political advertising may be sign of longer-term
decline in revenue source. Bankruptcy still a real possibility with negative free cash flow, revenue/subscriber erosion, total debt more than 19 times current market capitalization and $8.9 bil in
variable rate debt pushing up interest costs. Quality Grade F (no change).

Ameren Corp
(NYSE: AEE)

Buy<80 89.8 2.81 -0.69 5.82 0.63 60.9 A 3/14/2023 3/31/2023 7.4 58.7 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management affirms 2023 earnings guidance range of $4.25 to $4.45 per share. Target 6-8% annual earnings growth through 2027 with commensurate yearly dividend growth, . 10-year
"opportunity pipeline" (CAPEX) is $48 bil. Q1 earnings per share up 3.1%, higher 30-year Treasury bond rate lifts Illinois utility allowed return on equity. Utility CAPEX is also a driver of growth.
Transmission system earnings are higher by 22.4%, Illinois natural gas up 8.8%, Illinois electricity up 24.5%, Missouri electricity is lower by -44% due mainly to weather. Illinois operations have
weather normalized rates. Q1 operating expenses are up 10.5%, interest expense is higher by 22.1%. Missouri industrial sales are lower by -3.9%. Quality Grade A (No Change).

America Movil
(NYSE: AMX, MM:
AMXL)

Buy<22 21.89 N/A N/A N/A N/A 33.6 B N/A N/A N/A 59.6 Intl
Communications
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Q1 revenue increased 1.7% (up 6.3% factoring out exchange rate volatility), EBITDA up 3.2%, operating income up 9.7%. Mexico EBITDA margin dips slightly to 40.9% from 41.9% a year ago,
Brazil margin improves to 41% from 40.1%. Company adds 1.1 mil wireless users company wide net of disconnecting 1.6 mil prepaid users in Brazil to account for acquired Qi SA customers
that weren't generating traffic. Also adds fixed line customers as broadband gains more than offset legacy voice and television users. Wireless services up 9.3% on constant exchange rate
basis. Fiber to the home in Mexico is 69.9%, expected to reach 80% by end of year. Mexican Peso strength masked strong revenue trends in most markets by reducing value of non-Mexican
Peso revenue, main reason for -2.1% lower net profit from a year ago but underlying business is growing strongly. Quality Grade B (No Change).

American Electric
Power
(NYSE: AEP)

Buy<90 91.72 3.62 -4.08 2.21 0.83 65.2 A 5/9/2023 6/9/2023 5.7 62.6 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management reaffirms target annual 6-7% long-term profit and dividend growth rate with $8.6 bil five-year renewable energy expansion plan. 2023 operating earnings guidance range of $5.19
to $5.39 per share. Cancels sale of Kentucky Power to Algonquin, will instead sell retail and distributed resoruces businesses and launches strategic review for potential sale of "non-core"
power transmission related joint ventures. Expects to close sale of unregulated renewable energy business (1,365 megawatts capacity) in Q2. Q1 operating earnings per share are lower by -
9%. Reasons for shortfall are weather related impact on vertically integrated utilities' retail electric sales (-5% by volume) and wholesale (-27.1%), offset by 1.6% higher industrial sales,
customer growth. Q1 interest expense is up 32.6%, operating and maintenance expense company wide is higher by 5.3%. Improving performance at Kentucky Power (return on equity 2.9%) is
a key challenge, rate changes are key. Also faces tough rate proceedings in Louisiana and West Virginia says management. Quality Grade A (No Change).

American States
Water
(NYSE: AWR)

SELL 92.13 1.73 23.59 -1.11 0.4 79.5 B 5/18/2023 6/1/2023 9.4 50.9 Regulated Water

California approves settlement reached in November 2021 for water utility's 2022-24 rate and investment plans. Company will file 2025-27 rate plan in July, with future of decoupling rates from
water demand likely in question. Settlement boosts rates $20.6 mil for 2022 and $13 mil each in 2023-24, gives company flexibility with passing on extraordinary costs to customers to avoid
rate shock. Cost of capital (ROE) is also yet to be decided. Q1 earnings per share are higher by 31% from the year ago quarter including the impact of retroactive rate increases (36 cents per
share). Contracted services earnings increased by 87.8% on higher activity. Operating expenses are up 30.9% despite drop in water costs, interest expense is up 69.1%. Rate settlement is a
big plus and takes pressure off balance sheet but more is needed with costs rising. Quality Rating B (no change).

American Tower
Corp
(NYSE: AMT)

Buy<200 196.36 3.18 -10.12 -8.72 1.56 64.7 A 4/13/2023 4/28/2023 15 79.1 Communications

Raises adjusted FFO per share guidance range to $9.53 to $9.76 per share, was $9.49 to $9.72. Q1 adjusted FFO is up 1.5% (flat on per share basis), revenue higher by 4%, EBITDA up 8.6%
from same quarter a year ago. Tenant billings growth up 6.4% excluding acquisitions/divestitures. Free cash flow up 122%. Results continue to be impacted by exchange rate volatility, given
company's far-flung operations though US business is 64% if property operating profit in Q1. Debt interest expense is up 29.6%, asset expansion is key reason. Sale of Mexican fiber business
will boost balance sheet. Management reports record bookings at CoreSite data center business. Consolidation of former Sprint contracts by T-Mobile US remains a slightly headwind,
meltdown at DISH would be also but overall exposure appears light. India operations hurt by non-payment from Vodafone unit. Quality Grade A (no change).

American Water
Works
(NYSE: AWK)

Buy<150 149.74 1.89 6.2 0.01 0.71 59.3 A 5/8/2023 6/1/2023 10.1 61.8 Regulated Water
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Raises dividend by 8%. Management affirms 2023 earnings guidance range of $4.72 to $4.82 per share, target 7-9% annual earnings and dividend growth through 2027. Q1 earnings per share
increased 4.6%, rate increases and acquisitions partly offset by higher operating costs (up 8%) and interest expense (up 15% year-over-year). Company is having success recouping costs in
rates with 75% of previous impact now reflected in rates. Equity offering means $1.7 bil of planned $2 bil needed through 2027 is now raised, remainder "expected to be issued near the end" of
period. Utility CAPEX accelerates with funding from proceeds of sales of New York water utility to Algonquin and unregulated Homeowner Services division. Now has 1.3 mil potential
customers from acquisitions in progress. Says it won't sell water system in Monterey Peninsula, California to local water authority. Quality Grade A (no change).

APA Group
(OTC: APAJF, ASX:
APA)

Buy<9 7.01 5.26 -7.79 -6.6 0.3 63.3 A 12/29/2022 3/16/2023 2.8 80.7 Int'l Energy
Transport

Next semi-annual earnings August 21, next semi-annual dividend declaration June 22. FY total dividends of 55 cents Australian per ordinary share is still management guidance. Demand for
natural gas transmission services should remain robust in Australia as major coal-fired power plants are shut down ahead of initial projections, eastern part of country is particularly prone to
potential deficits with southern hemisphere winter now picking up. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Artesian Resources
Corp
(NSDQ: ARTNA)

Buy<45 55.84 2.03 26.34 -3.12 0.28 56.5 A 5/18/2023 5/26/2023 3.5 51.3 Regulated Water

Company boosts quarterly dividend by 2% as continues practice of twice year increases, payout is now 4.1% higher than a year ago. Files for rate increase in Delaware to cover higher cost of
upgrading facilities due to inflation, total request is 23.84% and management anticipates "many months" before regulators will reach a final decision, says it's first rate hike filing in nine years.
Q1 earnings are lower by -17% per share on 1.4% lift in revenue, 5.7% higher operating expenses (up 7.4% at regulated utility), 28.1% higher interest expense. Key reason for shortfall is rate
lag in Delaware, which on going rate case should resolve even if final increase is less than requested, as is likely. Quality Grade A (No Change).

AT&T
(NYSE: T)

Buy<22 17.04 6.51 -6.57 -9.38 0.28 46.3 B 4/6/2023 5/1/2023 -18.6 59.8 Communications

Q1 free cash flow result ($1 bil) disappoints some and hits stock but management says was "consistent" with its internal expectations, affirms 2023 guidance for wireless revenue growth of "4%
or higher," broadband revenue growth "5% or higher," EBITDA at "3% or higher," CAPEX of $24 bil (was $24.3 bil in 2023), $6 bil cost savings target, free cash flow of $16 bil and earnings per
share of $2.35 to $2.45 including 25 cents per share of one-time costs from higher interest rates and a higher effective tax rate. Q1 wireless service revenue up 5.2% and broadband up 7.3%,
topping guidance for full year. Q1 adjusted earnings per share are lower by -4.8% than a year ago. Operating expenses are lower by -0.4%. EBITDA also beats expectations up 8% as margin
improves to 40.7% of revenue from 38.6% a year earlier. Wireless contract churn low at 0.81% though up slightly from 0.79% a year ago, ARPU up 2%, net adds 400,000 plus for 11th
consecutive quarter. Business Wireline EBITDA down -11.9%. Consumer wireline revenue up 2.5% as fiber broadband gains more than offset losses of copper line users and EBITDA margin
improves slightly to 29.5% (29.3% a year ago). Fiber customers now outnumber copper and DSL users. Latin American revenue up 28% as operating loss shrinks and EBITDA nearly triples.
Quality Grade B (no change).

Atlantica
Sustainable
Infrastructure
(NSDQ: AY)

Buy<34 26.11 6.81 -7.9 1.27 0.45 86.8 A 5/30/2023 6/15/2023 3.3 74.6 Renewable
Energy
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Guidance is for 5-8% annual increases in cash available for distribution (CAFD) annually with $300 mil of yearly investments as the primary driver of growth, has 2023 CAFD guidance of $235
mil to $260 mil. Q1 revenue increased 1.5% on a "comparable" basis, EBITDA up 4% and cash available for distribution rises 4.6% on same basis, which excludes non-recurring items and
M&A impact (sale of partial equity interest in Colombia project). Transmission has 100% availability versus 99.9% in year ago quarter, water unit has 100.8% versus 104.5%, natural gas power
plants are at 94.9% versus 100.3% and renewable energy output increased 9% on a 5.7% boost in operating capacity and better conditions (solar in Spain). Europe and Middle East
contributes highest share of EBITDA (50.8%) in Q1, renewable energy is now 68.4% of EBITDA. Management still intends to grow with acquisitions as well as incremental additions to existing
assets as strategic review is still ongoing. Algonquin Power & Utilities still may sell 42.15% ownership stake of company. Quality Grade B (No Change).

Atmos Energy Corp
(NYSE: ATO)

Buy<110 119.31 2.48 8.08 3.29 0.74 52.9 A 5/19/2023 6/5/2023 8.9 47.2 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Raises mid-point of FY2023 (end Sept 30) guidance range to $6.05 per share from $6 as boosts bottom point of range, on track for $2.7 bil in CAPEX, says fiscal year financing plans are
completed. Affirms 6-8% annual earnings growth through 2027, with primary fuel $15 bil of CAPEX 90% at regulated utility and focused on replacing aging pipeline infrastructure. FYQ2
earnings per share are higher by 4.6%, key driver is utility rate base growth, 12.6% lift in regulated pipeline/storage earnings. Operating and maintenance expense is higher by 19.2% mainly on
expansion of service territory. Interest expense is up 29.2% but will go lower now that securitization of Texas extraordinary natural gas costs from 2021 Winter Storm Uri is complete and
company no longer has "meaningful' exposure to variable rate debt. Customer growth is robust at 1.4%, also adds 30 new industrial users as service territory is healthy especially in Texas,
company is also able to cut distribution cost of gas by -1.7% and should go lower. Quality Grade A (No Change)

Avangrid
(NYSE: AGR)

Buy<45 40.96 4.3 -3.41 2.05 0.44 75.5 A 5/31/2023 7/3/2023 0 31.6 Utility/Renewable
Energy

Q1 earnings per share excluding one-time gain of $181 mil a year ago for new offshore wind agreement are lower by -7.2%. Regulated utility networks net is lower by -21.5% on rate lag,
contracted renewables were higher by 81.5% excluding gain from wind agreement on increased production and asset optimization. Q1 interest expense is up 33.8% on asset expansion
primarily but also higher cost of floating rate debt (43% total debt). Management affirms previous arnings per share guidance range of $2.20 to $2.35, reaffirms 6-7% cumulative annual
earnings growth rate through 2025. Management says power line connecting Canadian hydropower to New England can now proceed after Maine court victory, though opponents still likely to
attempt an appeal. Solar facility in Oregon serving Portland General enters service with 162 megawatts generating capacity. PNM merger agreement extended to July 20 with partners now
dealing with a new Public Regulation Commission. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Avista Corp
(NYSE: AVA)

Buy<44 44.44 4.14 9.73 12.46 0.46 86.8 A 2/16/2023 3/15/2023 4.3 55.6 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management affirms 2023 guidance range of $2.27 to $2.47 per share, 4-6% annual growth off of 2023 baseline. Q1 earnings per share are lower by -26.3%, utility absorbs higher fuel costs
under Energy Recovery Mechanism (10 cents per share negative Q1 impact) but expects to make up for it rest of the year, expectation is for "normal" hydro conditions with cool spring and
good snowpack in mountains. Alaska utility unit earnings are flat versus a year ago. Company's new rate structure weights toward Q1 (35%) and Q4 (50%). Rising interest expense has 8 cents
per share negative impact on earnings from the year ago quarter. New CFO is company veteran. Rate case strategy is to move earned return on equity closer to regulatory ROE. Quality Grade
A (no change).

BCE
(NYSE: BCE, TSX:
BCE)

Buy<55 47.94 6.03 -3.86 6.87 0.97 80 A 6/14/2023 7/17/2023 5.3 58.6 Intl
Communications
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Management affirms outlook for 2023 of 1-5% revenue growth, 2-5% EBITDA increase, 2-10% free cash flow growth, earnings growth of -3% to -7% on expected impact of higher interest rates
and non-cash expenses. Q1 revenue is up 3.5%, EBITDA is lower by -1.8% on a one-time retroactive media revenue adjustment from a year ago but still in line with "normalized" EBITDA up
2% and expected to accelerate throughout the year. Q1 adjusted net earnings are lower by -4.5%. Company continues to see acceleration in wireless customer gains (26.5% ahead of last
year), 0.9% boost in wireless average revenue per user lifts wireless service revenue 5.4%. Fiber broadband customer growth also accelerates (24.2% ahead of last year) with consumer
Internet growth up 10%. Total media revenue up 2% despite advertising slowdown. Management says company is on pace to reach fiber deployment goals and cover 85% of Canadian
population with 5G network by end of year. Wireless customer base increased by 4.3% over past year. Continues to shed wireline telecom, cable television and satellite users but more than
offset by wireless and broadband gains. Q1 interest expense is higher by 32.3%. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Black Hills Corp
(NYSE: BKH)

Buy<70 65.96 3.79 -9.31 3.83 0.63 66.7 A 5/17/2023 6/1/2023 5.5 60.2 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management reaffirms 2023 earnings per share guidance mid-point of $3.75, long-term earnings growth target 4-6% annually through 2027 with $3.5 bil in CAPEX. Q1 earnings per share are
lower by -4.9% as higher operating/maintenance costs (up 9.7% at gas utilities, up 3.7% overall) and interest expense (up 13%), 2.2% more shares outstanding more than offset favorable
impact of weather, customer growth, higher rates and gain from sale of some windpower assets. Wind capacity factor a plus at 48.1%, up from 42% in year ago quarter. Rate lag may be an
emerging challenge in some jurisdictions but management is playing it conservatively. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Blackrock Utilities,
Infrastructure &
Power Opportunities
(NYSE: BUI)

Buy<26 23.04 6.3 12.69 2.05 0.12 203.3 B 5/12/2023 5/31/2023 0 N/A Closed-End Fund

Closed-end fund holding top quality infrastructure stocks. Has recently consistently traded within a few basis points of net asset value> High yield that's been paid at same monthly rate of 12.1
cents per share since August 2014. Largest holdings at last count were NextEra Energy, Enel SpA and RWE AG. Fiscal year to date dividend payments (through Mar 31) are 27% net
investment income, 0% net realized short-term capital gains, 37% net realized long-term capital gains and 36% tax advantaged return of capital. Value is protected by fund's policy of not using
leverage. Quality Grade B (No Change).

Boralex
(TSX: BLX, OTC:
BRLXF)

Buy<35 29.57 1.7 N/A 6.57 0.17 88 A 5/30/2023 6/15/2023 0.4 64 Renewable
Energy

Dividend unchanged from the 16.5 cents Canadian per quarter rate paid since December 2018. Management affirms 2025 Strategic Plan is on track, has 4.3 gigawatts of wind and solar
projects in various stages of development along with 1 GW energy storage. Had bid on 318 megawatts of projects in Ontario auction. Adds 238 MW of wind and solar, 230 MW storage projects
to "early stage" projects in Q1 in Europe, US and Canada. Q1 EBITDA is lower by -1% though up 5% on a "combined basis," output up 22% on combined basis. Key drivers are new assets
coming on stream, better than expected hydropower output, partly offset by below average solar production. Cash flows from operations up 3.7%. Q1 adjusted FFO was up 7% excluding one-
time benefit in the year ago quarter. Quality Grade A (No change).

BP
(NYSE: BP, LSE: BP)

Hold 36.75 4.26 28.37 -8.72 0.4 55.3 A 5/11/2023 6/23/2023 -16.8 40.1 Super Major
Oil/Gas
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Q1 adjusted net income is lower by -21% on lower energy prices and higher taxes. Gas and low carbon energy unit tops estimates on asset expansion. Q1 liquids production is up 6.7%,
natural gas is higher by 8.6% from year ago period. Average realized selling prices for all hydrocarbons is lower by -28.8%. Production costs per BOE up 13.8%. Net debt cut to $21.2 bil
("gearing of 19.6%). Management affirms plan to use 60% of surplus cash flow for share buybacks, announces $1.75 bil for this quarter after $2.4 bil in Q1. Will buy 27% ownership stake of
Shell in $30 bil Browse LNG project in western Australia. 4% annual dividend growth target that should be sustainable at $60 per barrel Brent crude oil, Annual EBITDA growth target is 12%
through 2025. Plans to spend $14 to $18 bil in 2023 CAPEX, management says half on low carbon investments and half on oil and gas through 2030, with $9-$10 bil annual EBITDA from
those projects by 2030. Company says it has paid $1 bil in UK windfall profits taxes so far, Labour politicians appear to want more. Quality Grade A (no change).

Brookfield
Renewable Energy
Partners
(NYSE: BEP, TSX:
BEP-U)

Buy<40 31.62 4.27 -4.08 19.38 2.31 86.5 A 5/30/2023 6/30/2023 -2.3 49.2 Renewable
Energy

Guidance is for annual dividend growth target of 5-8%. Renewable energy global development pipeline is 126 gigawatts of capacity, 19 GW in advanced development and management guides
to 5 GW of capacity additions this year. Q1 FFO per share increased by 13.2%, also signs CAD8 bil of deals for investment with institutional partners so far this year (CAD1 bil net to Brookfield
Renewable). Key drivers of earnings growth are much better hydro power conditions across portfolio, higher realized power prices, asset additions (700 megawatts added during Q1) and
improved capacity rates. Debt interest expense is higher by 48.1%, direct operating costs up 14.6%, management service costs cut by -25%. Total long-term average generation of assets is
higher by 6.2% from a year ago. Management says generation portfolio is 90% contracted with weighted average length of 14 years with 70% of revenue linked to inflation. Quality Grade A (No
Change).

BT Group
(OTC: BTGOF, LSE:
BT)

SELL 1.91 4.89 N/A N/A N/A 21 D 12/29/2022 2/6/2023 15.9 58.9 Intl
Communications

Next full fiscal year results May 18 for FY2023 (end March 31). EBITDA forecast range mid-point is still GBP7.9 bil, free cash flow GBP1.4 bil. Targeting GBP3 bil annual cost savings by end of
FY2025 to offset negative impact of competition on revenue and tight regulation in UK on ability to control costs. Broadband competition heats up from Shell, chief rival Sky boosts prices by a
smaller amount than company. Pension deficit is a burden on the balance sheet that could limit dividends in future. CAPEX tax allowances running out. Quality Grade D (no change).

California Water
Service
(NYSE: CWT)

SELL 57.3 1.82 15.19 -4.14 0.26 74.6 B 5/5/2023 5/19/2023 7.5 46.3 Regulated Water

Posts net loss in seasonally weak Q1, results also reflect delayed proposed decision in California rate case. Guidance not possible until California regulators issue decision on multi-year cost of
capital rate settlement, approval would provide retroactive benefit to earnings for all of 2022. Management estimates negative impact of -$24 to $34 mil in Q1 revenue from lack of rate decision.
Q1 water production costs are lower by -10.6%, with overall operating expenses lower by -9.3% on -8.8% cut in customer usage. Net interest expense is up 9.7%. Continues to expand outside
the state with acquisitions. Quality Grade B (no change).

Canadian Utilities
(TSX: CU, OTC:
CDUAF)

Hold 29.34 4.5 2.41 10.14 0.45 85.9 A 5/3/2023 6/1/2023 1.6 57.6 Int'l Electricity
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Q1 earnings per share are flat with year ago level. Company invests CAD304 mil in Q1 with 86% on regulated utilities and 14% energy infrastructure. Closes acquistion of 232 megawatt
capacity renewable energy portfolio. Cost controls are key to utility returns with company on performance based regulation in Canada. Inflation adjusted rates a plus in Australia, though
company has to manage currency volatility. Interest expense is lower by -2.2%. Affirms CAD3.3 bil in utility CAPEX through 2025. Quality Grade A (no change).

CEMIG
(NYSE: CIG, BZ:
CMIG4)

Buy<2.50 2.41 1.86 38.31 21.18 0.02 51.7 C 4/28/2023 N/A 31.6 33.4 Int'l Electricity

Q1 revenue is up 10%, EBITDA higher by 8.1% from year ago quarter, net income is higher by 5.7%. Management says should have results from Brazil tariff review by end of May. Balance
sheet improves with company's sales of minority ownership interests in certain assets and companies. Had increased planned CAPEX by 50% from last year, renewable energy and grid are
key uses. Management is also focused on cutting costs wiht total operating costs and expenses increased by 12.3% over last 12 months due to labor-related costs but company working to
offset elsewhere. Quality Grade C (no Change).

CenterPoint Energy
(NYSE: CNP)

Buy<32 30.28 2.51 1.72 3.98 0.19 51 A 5/17/2023 6/8/2023 -14.5 63.2 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Affirms 2023 guidance range for earnings of $1.48 to $1.50 per share along with 8% annual earnings growth targeted through 2024, and "high end" of 6-8% range through 2030, CAPEX target
$43 bil, commensurate dividend growth, target 1-2% annual reductions in operating costs through 2030. Q1 earnings per share up 6% excluding one-time gains last year for sale of Arkansas
and Oklahoma gas distribution utilities. Key drivers are utility CAPEX, reductions in operating and maintenance expense per long-term plans, partly offset by milder winter weather and higher
interest costs. Deploys $1 bil of $3.6 bil planned for full year. Texas Gas receives $1.1 bil securitization proceeds from 2021 Winter Storm Uri. Quality Grade A (no change).

Centrica
(LSE: CNA, OTC:
CPYYY)

SELL 5.66 3.14 56.68 20.95 0.1 50 D 6/8/2023 7/31/2023 -15 75.6 Int'l Electricity

Next semi-annual earnings expected July 28, along with next semi-annual dividend declaration. Earnings are highly exposed to energy prices and UK government regulation and taxes.
Expectation is for at least a 10% increase in semi-annual dividend to be declared in July and paid in November from year earlier payout, though a lower rate than February declaration to be
paid in July. S&P affirms BBB credit rating with stable outlook, cites favorable impact on liquidity reserves from "high and volatile energy prices" of last 12 months, though says "management
has not yet defined the group's long-term strategy and the best allocation of its large cash reserves." Quality Grade D (no change).

Charter
Communications
(NSDQ: CHTR)

Buy<400 339.94 N/A -27.4 -14.36 N/A 0 A N/A N/A N/A 88.7 Communications

Q1 revenue up 3.4% from a year ago, resdiential up 2.5%, business revenue up 2.4%. Q1 EBITDA is higher by 2.6%, free cash flow is lower by -63.1% due to higher CAPEX from network
expansion. Loses -0.1% of residential users, gains 2.4% more small businesses. Customer penetration drops to 57.6% from 58.8%, monthly revenue per residential user up 2.5% but down -
0.6% for small business. Adds 0.8% broadband users, offset by -5.2% less for video, -10.2% for voice. Wireless is up 51.8% but is a lower margin business because company resells using
Verizon network, calls Verizon a "strategic partner." Adds 4.9% more enterprise users. EBITDA margin is slightly lower in Q1 to 39.2% of revenue from 39.5% a year ago. Debt interest
expense is up 19.3%. Overall business performance is stable. Takeover/merger seems increasingly likely with Liberty Broadband already 30.85% owner and stock well off highs at a multiple of
10.8 times expected next 12 months earnings. Quality Grade A (No change).

Chesapeake Utilities
Corp
(NYSE: CPK)

Buy<120 127.87 1.85 3.62 4.1 0.59 42.5 B 6/14/2023 7/5/2023 9.7 49.5 Regulated
Elec/Gas
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Boosts dividend by 10.3%. Management affirms 2025 earnings per share mid-point of $6.25 per share, expected CAPEX range of $900 mil to $1.1 bil based on 9.1-9.5% compound annual
growth rate. Company says it's "working towards a 45% payout ratio." Q1 earnings per share are slightly lower (-1.9%) than a year ago due to "historically warmer temperatures," weather
normalized earnings are higher by 12% on continuing asset expansion and increased demand for compressed natural gas, renewable natural gas and LNG services. Florida rate hike will lift
earnings rest of year. Residential natural gas customer growth is 5.8% in Delmarva region and 4.4% in Florida. Q1 operating and maintenance costs company are up 13.5%, management says
inflation main cause. Q1 interest expense is up 35.5%, main reason is reliance on variable cost debt. Quality Grade B (no change).

Chevron Corp
(NYSE: CVX)

Buy<150 157.09 3.85 1.07 -7.84 1.51 47.7 A 5/18/2023 6/12/2023 5.9 14.6 Super Major
Oil/Gas

Q1 adjusted net earnings advance by 3.1% from a year ago. Upstream earnings are lower by -25.6% on lower realized selling prices for oil and gas, net oil equivalent production is lower by -
2.6% due to end of concession in Thailand that offsets strong output in US. CFO affirms expectation of 10% growth in output in Permian Basin this year. Q1 downstream is up 5.4 times on
improved efficiency. Q1 interest expense is lower by -15.4% from a year ago. Still generated $6 bil in free cash flow in Q1 ($3.1 bil after dividends paid), CAPEX is $3 bil versus $2 bil a year
ago (investment in US picks up steam) and accounts for entire shortfall with year ago quarter. Guides to 10% annual operating cash flow growth through 2026, 10% expense reduction over five
years. Expects annual free cash flow growth "greater than 10%" at $60 oil. Targets 3% annual production growth to 2027, with key driver 10% expected Permian Basin output increase. Quality
Grade A (No Change).

China Gas Holdings
(OTC: CGHLY, Hong
Kong: 384)

Buy<40 33.93 1.6 19.84 -13.55 0.32 29.3 B 1/5/2023 2/17/2023 6.2 44.5 Int'l Energy
Distribution

Next semi-annual earnings expected June 26, likely to declare semi-annual dividend flat with last year at the same time, with Hong Kong dollar linked to US dollar by peg. Chinese economic
reopening should lift demand from industrial users, need to import natural gas supplies to feed demand has slowed long-term growth trend with projections for 2023-24 annual growth around
4% versus 6.4% a year from 2016-2021. Still a robust pace of growth with government support. Quality Grade B (no change).

China Mobile
(NYSE: CHL, HK:
941)

Delisted N/A N/A N/A N/A 30.25 67.3 B 11/3/2021 N/A N/A 8 Intl
Communications

Q1 net income up 9.7% on 10% increase in revenue (telecom sales up 8.3%), EBITDA is higher by 5% though margin is slightly lower at 31.8% of revenue versus 33.5% a year ago. Wireless
average revenue per user advances by 9.1% and operating margin is stable at 14% on cost controls. Information and Communications Technology unit revenue advances by 24%. Now has
689 mil 5G wireless users (package customers up 12% and overall wireless up 0.8% to over 979 mil), company also adds fiber broadband and business users to network. Industrial internet
growth in China is a powerful and consistent driver of earnings, on track on reach 33% of overall sales by 2026 from 15% in 2021. Management says it might acquire Hong Kong's second
largest fixed line operator to supplement business in city. Former NYSE-listed ADRs are worth $43.13 per. Quality Grade B (No Change).

China Unicom
(NYSE: CHU, HK:
762)

Delisted N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.26 46 B 5/19/2021 6/28/2021 N/A 15.3 Intl
Communications

Q1 net profit is up 11.6% on 9.2% advance in revenue. Operating cash flow up 22% Cloud revenue up 40% (13.2% total revenue), big data business sales increase 54%. Wireless business
revenue is up 4.4% as adoption of new technology plans more than offsets loss of legacy business. Broadband growth up 3.1%. Government demand set to be key driver of growth rest of year.
Former NYSE-listed ADRs are worth $7.80 per. Quality Grade C (No Change).
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Chunghwa Telecom
(NYSE: CHT, TT:
2412)

Hold 41.19 2.89 1.09 11.02 1.53 97.8 B 6/29/2022 8/12/2022 2.5 9.9 Intl
Communications

Next full earnings expected July 31. Guidance for 2023 is 2.1% to 2.8% revenue growth, offset by operating expenses increase of 3.9% to 4.3%, with income from operations expected to fall -
1.8% to -4.6%. Also expects earnings per share of NT(Taiwan dollars) 4.45 to NT4.65, lower by -3.4% at mid-point of range. March telecom sales up 6.87% over previous year, follows 8.33%
lift in February and 2% higher sales in January from year ago months and could make for better than expected result if big data sales (10% Q1 level) continue to grow at current rate. Taiwan's
Government Ministry of Transportation & Communications owns relatively stable 35.29% of company. Quality Grade B (No Change).

Clearway Energy
(NYSE: CWEN)

Buy<38 30.67 4.98 -0.03 -4.62 0.38 69.7 B 5/31/2023 6/15/2023 21.6 64.6 Renewable
Energy

Raises dividend by 1.9% sequentially from previous quarter, payout is 8% higher than year ago and inline with dividend growth guidance range of 5-8% a year and management intent to hit
"upper range" through 2026. Reaffirms mid-point of 2023 guidance range for cash available for distribution (CAFD) at $410 mil ($2.15 per share). Development pipeline is 28 gigawatts with 7
GW in late stage development and 5 GW contracted. Upsizes still "completely undrawn" credit line to $700 mil to improve financial flexibility, management says now has "line of sight" to deploy
all excess proceeds from Thermal unit sale by end of 2024 as fuel for target dividend growth. Will repower Cedro Hill facility (Texas) to 160 megawatts of capacity with extension in power sales
agreement to 2045. Q1 EBITDA is lower by -16.2% as conventional energy falls short by -22.5% on planned maintenance outages (74.4% availability factor versus 95.3% last year) and weaker
wind conditions offset successful asset expansion. Renewables generated up 8.8%. Cash available for distribution is flat in seasonally weak quarter. Q1 interest expense is up 110.6% on cost
of variable rate debt, operating expenses lower by -7.9%. Parent appears to have handle on supply chain issues for developing assets in company's drop down portfolio. Management also
affirms financing plans on earnings call. Most debt is non-recourse and at project level. Quality Grade B (No Change).

CLP Holdings
(OTC: CLPHY, HK: 2)

Buy<8 7.69 7.49 -17.07 6.88 0.15 83 B 3/10/2023 3/30/2023 0.1 33.9 Int'l Electricity

Next earnings May 15. Interim dividend likely to be the same as a year ago at 63 HK cents. Hong Kong results should reflect favorable impact of utility CAPEX under long-term investment and
rate plan. Chinese power generation will benefit from reopening from pandemic lockdowns this year. India investment continues to build. Australia is a wildcard with power market still in large
part dysfunctional but may benefit from tightening of supply with Liddell plant closing last month as winter months begin in southern hemisphere, company has also put cost cutting measures in
place as well as supply for generation including coal-fired units. Guidance call should elaborate on longer-term plans. Quality Grade B (No Change).

CMS Energy Corp
(NYSE: CMS)

Buy<68 61.86 3.15 -6.59 1.53 0.49 63.1 A 5/4/2023 5/31/2023 6.8 65.4 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Q1 adjusted earnings per share are lower by -41.7% excluding items, key driver of shortfall was mild weather in Michigan this winter as well as storm damage. Q1 interest expense is up 18.5%.
Affirms mid-point of 2023 guidance range at $3.09 per share, 6-8% annual earnings growth "with continued confidence toward the high end." $15.5 bil utility CAPEX the primary fuel for growth,
no plans to issue stock outside of DRIP until at least 2025, plans to utilize at the market issuance from 2025-27 for roughly $350 mil a year. Targets operating cost reductions of 2% a year.
Managment expects to make up shortfall in Q1 with cost reduction, "modest" growth at unregulated renewable energy unit Northstar. Quality Grade A (No change).

Cogent
Communications
Holdings
(NSDQ: CCOI)

Buy<50 65.5 5.71 21.26 0.46 0.94 311.9 C 5/17/2023 6/2/2023 12.9 162 Communications
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Raises dividend by 1.1% sequentially from previous quarter, payout is 6.3% higher than a year ago as growth rate has moderated. Closes Sprint infrastructure acquisition adding long-haul US
fiber broadband, reaffirms guidance for 5-7% post-merger revenue growth. Q1 service revenue is higher by 3%, selling/general/administrative expenses are up 11%, interest expense is higher
by 34.1% as leverage ratios rise. Q1 gross margin of 61.9% of revenue is up from 61.6% a year ago as rates are keeping pace with costs for now. Results are impacted by currency swings to
some extent though is mostly US. Total intercity fiber route miles are up 0.7% last 12 months, on-net buildings up 4.1%, customer connections up 2.7% with 86% of total buildings now on-net.
Quality Grade C (No Change).

Comcast Corp
(NSDQ: CMCSA)

SELL 39.86 2.91 1.99 4.71 0.29 38.1 B 4/4/2023 4/26/2023 8.6 56.5 Communications

Q1 revenue is lower by -4.3%, EBITDA is higher by 2.9% on an adjusted basis, earnings up 7% and free cash flow is lower by -20.2%. Peacock streaming service users up 63% says
management, losses at unit grow as company has not been so far able to realize any scale advantages in business--EBITDA loss grows to $704 mil on revenue of $685 mil. Full year loss now
expected at $3 bil. Raises broadband rates for customers by 4.5% driving overall unit gain of 4.8%. Theme parks EBITDA up 46%. Business services EBITDA up 7.9%. Residential revenue is
down -2.6% or -0.7% adjusted for exchange rate losses as loses broadband users. Still adding wireless users, losing video (revenue lower by -5.5% year over year). Cuts programming costs
by -5.8%. Quality Grade B (no change).

Consolidated
Communications
(NSDQ: CNSL)

SELL 3.82 N/A -35.58 -12.59 N/A 0 D 4/25/2019 N/A N/A 67.5 Communications

Q1 revenue is lower by -8.1% from year ago quarter, interest expense is up 14.7%. Q1 EBITDA is lower by - 29.7% on normalized business as company continues to shrink even as it spends
heavily on fiber broadband. Has lost -2.7% of consumer broadband connections last 12 months as copper/DSL losses continue to outpace fiber broadband adds. Consumer broadband churn
rate accelerates to 1.5% from 1.3%. Video connections drop by -44.9% last 12 months, voice is down -12.7%. Commercial data services revenue is lower by -8.2%, carrier transport revenue -
1.7% including asset divestitures needed to fund CAPEX. Posts a lower net loss. Fiber miles up 2.6% over past year but lower than at beginning of year, management still says it will connect
fiber to "nearly 50% of our base at the end of 2023." Company also reaffirms forecasts for 2023 EBITDA, CAPEX. Stock price is likely to follow prospects for private capital firm SearchLight
Capital (34.3% ownership stake) takeover offer of $4 per share cash. Deal failure would likely trigger bankruptcy. Secured debt maturing October 2028 yields distressed 12.1% to maturity.
Quality Grade F (no change).

Consolidated Edison
(NYSE: ED)

SELL 99.41 3.26 10.98 8.59 0.81 69.5 B 5/16/2023 6/15/2023 2.1 53.9 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management reaffirms guidance 5-7% annual earnings growth through 2026, primary fuel rate base growth of 6% per year for 2023-25. 2023 guidance range for earnings is $4.75 to $4.95 per
share. Q1 earnings per share up 24.5% excluding gain from sale of contracted renewable energy assets to RWE for gain of $2.23 per share ($6.8 bil proceeds to strengthen balance sheet,
fund utility CAPEX). Rate settlement in New York should ensure adequate return on investment to drive earnings and dividend growth. Rate mechanisms stabilize revenue quarter by quarter.
Quality Grade B (no change).

Consolidated Water
(NSDQ: CWCO)

Buy<16 17.23 1.97 66.83 14.54 0.09 63 C 3/31/2023 4/28/2023 0 1.5 Int'l Water

Next earnings May 16. No change in dividend since January 2018. Results likely to show continuing momentum from Q4 numbers released at end of March. US water infrastructure business
continues to win lucrative contracts and company now owns 100% of the former PERC Water division after buying the rest in early January. Water utilities in Caribbean should benefit from new
infrastructure construction as well as return of tourism with pandemic measures rolling back. Quality Grade C (no change).
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Constellation
Energy Corp
(NYSE: CEG)

Buy<70 79.46 1.42 40.61 -8.15 0.28 23.9 B 5/11/2023 6/9/2023 N/A 33.7 Nuclear
Power/Retail

Management reaffirms 2023 guidance EBITDA range of $2.9 to $3.3 bil, up 16.2% at mid-point from 2022, says it expects to be "comfortably in the top half" of its guidance range. Q1 EBITDA
is lower by -24% from year earlier quarter, key reasons are a larger number of planned shutdowns of facilities, lower capacity revenues partly offset by more favorable weather and tighter
market pricing. Company buys back 3.2 mil shares, commences hydrogen production at Nine Mile Point nuclear plant in upstate New York. Nuclear power plants excluding Salem (operated by
Public Service Enterprise) run at 92.8% versus 93% a year ago with 86 planned refueling outages days versus 76 a year ago. Also has 9 non-fuel outage days fleet wide versus 10 a year ago.
Natural gas, oil and renewables run at 98.4% of capacity versus 99.2% a year ago, renewable energy capture is 96.6% versus 96.8% a year ago. Stock is a free cash flow, dividend growth and
debt reduction, has been high priced relative to prospects due to investor excitement about nuclear power's future in US. Quality Grade B (no change).

Contact Energy Ltd
(NZ: CEN, OTC:
COENF)

Hold 4.68 4.4 N/A N/A 0.19 150.1 B 3/9/2023 3/30/2023 -3.7 27.9 Int'l Electricity

Next semi-annual earnings are expected August 15, company should also announce semi-annual dividend then that's flat with September payments the past two years (21 New Zealand
cents). Most recent guidance for largest ongoing project (Tauhara geothermal) is for startup "later in the year," with project 90-92% complete at end of March versus forecast earlier this year for
84% completion. March operating report also highlights include flat electricity and natural gas sales for month, 19.3% increase in netback per megawatt hour sold on consumer side. Also flat
sales on wholesale side but 20% higher netback. Unit generation costs is lower by -27.3%. Improved hydrology from year ago period is key reason for boost in margins and lower costs. Quality
Grade B (no change).

Crown Castle Inc
(NYSE: CCI)

Buy<150 118.95 5.26 -27.21 -14.93 1.57 82 A 6/14/2023 6/30/2023 9.3 79 Communications

Management maintains mid-point of 2023 FFO guidance at $7.63 per share (3% growth), 7-8% long-term annual dividend growth target long-term. Increases through 2025 will be "less" before
returning to guidance rate in subsequent years. Q1 site rental revenues up 3% (full year guidance 4%), EBITDA up 1% (guidance 3%), adjusted FFO per share up 2% (3% guidance). Factoring
out Sprint cancellations and M&A, site rental billings were up 6.4%. Narrow guidance ranges reflect predictability of sales due to contracts with creditworthy partners, with T-Mobile (38%) and
Verizon (20%) the most important. 15-year deployment contract with troubled DISH Networks seems less likely to provide meaningful upside but also should not threaten conservative
guidance. Q1 interest expense is up 23.2%, reason is asset expansion with CAPEX is up 21.4% though company also has some exposure to floating rate debt ($1.45 bil). Sprint cancellations
impact going forward is -$30 mil to recurring revenue offset near-term by "accelerated payments" of $160 to $170 mil, expect most of impact completed by end of Q2. Small cells growth is
robust at 8% this year. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Deutsche Telekom
(OTC: DTEGY, GR:
DTE)

Buy<22 23.27 3.17 31.5 11.08 0.77 46.3 B 4/10/2023 4/19/2023 N/A 63 Intl
Communications

Next earnings May 11. Now has achieved more than 50% ownership of T-Mobile US, achieved primarily with stock buybacks at unit. Q1 results should go major benefit from continuing growth
of T-Mobile US unit. Company says it will likely monetize rather than exercise rights to buy additional TMUS shares at $142.88 per, proceeds to be used to deleverage balance sheet in Europe.
Will continue to maintain at least 50% ownership as key driver of growth, T-Mobile US is now 60% of overall company EBITDA, boost in 2023 EBITDA guidance raises company free cash flow.
Cost cutting key with inflation pressure in Europe outside Germany (10% EBITDA). Quality Grade B (No Change).

Dish Network Corp
(NSDQ: DISH)

SELL 6.29 N/A -71.1 -54.02 1 0 F 12/12/2012 12/28/2012 N/A 56.8 Communications
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Q1 revenue drops by -8.5% from year ago quarter, losses of pay television users accelerates (down -10.2%), retail wireless subscriber base also continues to shrink (-3.5% from last year).
Satellite TV churn rate rises to 1.98% from 1.59% a year ago, wireless churn rate is elevated at 4.24% though down from 4.64% last year. Pay television average revenue per user up 3.3% as
company tries to compensate for defections by raising rates on remaining users. Wireless ARPU is down -3.4% as competition eats away at business. Company chairman says debt market is
"really not open to us," plans to reduce CAPEX this year to save cash despite federal requirements to build out 5G network. Sale of spectrum licenses appears increasingly likely, merger of
satellite TV unit with DirecTV less likely. Chairman says company has "narrow window" to address capital structure, will likely attempt to restructure debt with bonds of November 2024 yielding
distressed 21.8% to maturity. Quality Grade F (no change).

Dominion Energy
(NYSE: D)

Buy<65 56.35 4.74 -28.51 -4.21 0.67 65 A 6/1/2023 6/20/2023 -10.2 62.4 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management does not set full year 2023 or longer term guidance with strategic review proceeding, though does initiate Q2 guidance range of 58 to 68 cents per share. Q1 operating earnings
per share are lower by -16.1% but top consensus expectation and are comfortably in guidance. Main reason for shortfall was mild winter impact, as weather normalized earnings topped
expectations. Operating and maintenance costs are flat (up 0.2%) with a year ago, interest and related charges up 236.8% but level is not likely to be a new run-rate. Operating earnings per
share from contracted assets are a bright spot up 46.2% in Q1, likely bode well for potential selling prices from strategic review. Management touts greater certainty from new Virginia
regulation law effective July 1, including flexibility passing on costs to customers and more timely recovery of expenses, Ok to find a financial partner for 2.6 gigawatt Coastal Offshore Virginia
Wind facility now under construction, has now locked in 90% of project costs meeting management's previous target. Construction vessel is now 70% completed, on time and budget. Virginia
ROE is 9.7%, was 9.35%. Company also achieves supportive rate case in South Carolina. Quality Grade A (No Change).

DTE Energy
(NYSE: DTE)

Buy<110 113.97 3.34 -8.41 1.15 0.95 61 A 6/15/2023 7/15/2023 -2.1 64.9 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management sticks to 2023 operating earnings per share guidance range of $6.09 to $6.40, 6-8% annual operating earnings growth through 2027. CAPEX plan $45 bil over next 10 years as
primary driver of earnings growth, includes $9 bil announced for next five years on grid reliability measures. Q1 earnings per share are lower by -42.4% on mild winter weather excluding one-
time items, also impacted by severe storm restoration costs as was fellow Michigan utility CMS. Reaching 2023 guidance will depend on more normal weather as well as cost cutting, rate
increase possible Quality Grade A (No Change).

Duke Energy Corp
(NYSE: DUK)

Buy<100 99.14 4.06 -5.36 1.05 1.01 76.6 A 5/11/2023 6/16/2023 2.1 59.7 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Company is sticking with 2023 guidance range of $5.55 to $5.75 per share, 5-7% annual earnings growth target through 2027. Flat O&M for 2024-27. Management says it's still targeting sale
of contracted renewable energy unit in second half of year, takes another $175 mil charge against asset value ($1.5 bil total) indicating selling prices lower than initially expected tough
company says it's a matter of truing up accounting. Q1 earnings per share excluding special items are lower by -7% from a year ago on 3.8% higher revenue. Mild winter weather is primary
reason for shortfall, with a -22 cents per share impact, offset partly by asset expansion and lower operating and maintenance costs, customer growth. Retail margins improve at natural gas
utilities in the Carolinas, Tennessee, Ohio and Kentucky. Partial settlement of rate case in North Carolina appears amicable but with more work to do, decision by end of Q3 and will be key for
2024. Quality Grade A (No Change).

E.ON
(OTC: EONGY, GR:
EOAN)

Buy<12 13.25 3.04 31.12 24.76 0.55 27.2 A 5/18/2023 5/26/2023 2.4 61 Intl Energy
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Management backs guidance for 5% average baseline annual dividend growth through 2026, backed by 7-9% annual earnings growth, also affirms 2023 EBITDA guidance of EUR7.8 to EUR8
bil, net income of EUR2.3 to EUR2.5 bil. Utility CAPEX EUR33 bil through 2027. Swings to headline loss in Q1 on non-recurring, non-cash charge, net up 50.8% otherwise from year ago
period. EBITDA increased 29.9% as company boosts "energy transition" CAPEX by 30% plus. Energy networks business powered by regulated utility rate base CAPEX. Quality Grade A (No
Change).

Edison International
(NYSE: EIX)

Buy<75 74.19 3.98 14.98 11.88 0.74 63.7 A 3/30/2023 4/30/2023 4.8 65.4 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management affirms 5-7% annual core earnings growth through 2025, 7-9% annual rate base growth. Utility CAPEX is key driver, company cites $2 bil transmission projects approved by
regulators next 10 years with another $5 bil available to bid on. 2023 guidance range of $4.55 to $4.85 per share. Q1 adjusted core earnings per share are up 1.9%. Key driver is rate increase
as part of 2021 General Rate Case final decision. Management says it's reduced "probability of losses" from catastrophic wildfires by 75-80% from pre-2018 levels with combination of covered
conductor installation for power lines and improved surveillance particularly from the air, says any additional equity issuance this year will be from "internal programs" after $500 mil issue of
junior subordinated notes. On track to replace 7,200 plus miles of transmission wires with covered conductors by 2025 (75% of all wiring in most exposed areas to wildfires) along with 600
miles of undergrounding by end of 2028. Ramping up EV charging infrastructure with $800 mil regulator approved funding, including heavy duty vehicle charging focus. Q1 operating and
maintenance costs are lower by -27.1% from year ago quarter, wildfire claims net of insurance recoveries are lower by -77.4%. Interest expense is up 46.8% as company reduces short-debt
and increases long-term debt. Fitch raises credit rating to BBB with stable outlook. Filing 2025-2028 spending plan with California regulators later this year, sees 2% annual load growth for
electricity in service territory though 2035. Settles $148 mil in wildfire related claims in Q1. Quality Grade A (no change).

Electricite de France
(OTC: ECIFF, FP:
EDF)

SELL 12.86 N/A 53.43 N/A 0.28 NEG C 5/18/2022 6/13/2022 -3.7 67.1 Intl Energy

French government wins court approval to buy remaining 4.06% of company it didn't already own, as legal challenges by certain minority shareholders and unions are rejected. All-cash offer
EUR12 per share with tender offer ending May 17. Takeout price is less than half price offered employees in 2005 privatization (EUR25.60 per share) and compares with EUR33 per share
offered selected institutional investors. Full nationalization will allow government to directly fund refurbishment of existing nuclear power plant fleet as well as a new generation of facilities.
Government will "squeeze out" any remaining shareholders who don't tender by May 17. Owners of convertible bonds should also tender shares. I will suspend coverage next month. Quality
Grade C (No Change).

Emera
(OTC: EMRAF, TSX:
EMA)

Buy<45 43.95 4.63 -4.78 9.74 0.69 86.3 A 4/28/2023 5/15/2023 4.1 62.5 Intl Energy

Next earnings May 12. Management should affirm dividend growth rate guidance 4-5% per year through 2024. Primary driver of earnings is expected 7-8% consolidated rate base growth for
2023-25, CAD8-9 bil three-year CAPEX. Sells CAD500 mil of senior unsecured notes with May 2, 2030 maturity date at interest rate of 4.838% as continues to enjoy access to reasonably
priced debt capital and takes advantage of pause in rate rise. Quality Grade A (no change).

Enbridge
(NYSE: ENB, TSX:
ENB)

Buy<45 39.71 6.68 -1.49 -0.53 0.89 65.5 A 5/12/2023 6/1/2023 5.2 56.3 Energy Pipelines
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Management reaffirms 5-7% annual distributable cash flow growth guidance through 2024. Primary driver of earnings growth is current "secured growth" projects of CAD18 bil, will be funded
"entirely" by company's CAD5-6 bil of "annual investable capacity." 2023 guidance range of CAD5.25 to CAD5.65 earnings per share, EBITDA mid-point CAD16.2 bil. Q1 EBITDA is higher by
9.8%, distributable cash flow up 3.2%, cash provided by operating activities increased 34.5%. Favorable impacts on EBITDA, cost management and contracting activity are partly offset by
impact of asset swap with ConocoPhillips, former partner in DCP Midstream. Q1 debt interest expense up 26.3%. Agreement with shippers on Mainline system is a plus, company expands oil
storage capacity at Houston Oil Terminal, buys Aitken Creek gas storage facility in British Columbia. Will develop French offshore wind facility (1 gigawatt capacity) with French government-
owned EDF off Normandy coast. Quality Grade A (No Change).

ENEL
(OTC: ENLAY, Italy:
ENEL)

Buy<7 6.65 3.52 17.09 15.65 0.22 81.1 B 1/23/2023 2/17/2023 5.2 68.2 Intl Energy

Management affirms guidance for net ordinary income growth of 10-13% for 2023-25. Expects FFO of EUR14-EUR15 bil in 2023, EBITDA EUR21-EUR22 bil. Management says will pay
"sustainable minimum" dividends of 43 Euro cents per share per year for 2023-25. Q1 net debt is reduced to EUR58.9 bil from EUR60.1 bil at beginning of year. Q1 "ordinary" EBITDA
(excluding items) up 21.8%, EBITDA up 4.7%, EBIT up 4.2%, group net "ordinary" income up 1.9%, revenue -22.6% on declining energy cost pass throughs to customers. CAPEX increased by
13.4%. Management says company has closed on EUR11 bil of asset sales of targeted EUR20 bil. Battle over management between large investors and italian government is unlikely to affect
strategy to cut debt, build renewable energy and pay generous dividends. Renewable energy is now 70% of generation. Storage behind meter up 1.3 times and public charging points up 1.2
times for EVs. Europe is 70% of CAPEX (italy 54%, Spain most of rest), US and Latin America is 30%, total CAPEX is EUR3 bil in Q1. Quality Grade B (no change).

Energy Transfer LP
(NYSE: ET)

Buy<15 12.45 9.88 27.48 -0.63 0.31 48.1 C 5/5/2023 5/22/2023 -3.2 54.4 Energy Pipelines

Raises dividend 0.8% sequentially from previous quarter signalling a more modest pace of regular quarterly increases now that payout is above pre-pandemic rate. Raises guidance range for
2023 EBITDA to mid-point of $13.3 bil, was $13.1 bil and now a low single digit percentage increase from 2022. Boosts expected CAPEX mid-point to $2 bil from $1.7 bil. Changes reflect now
closed merger with Lotus Midstream adding Permian Basin-connected transportation assets. Q1 EBITDA is up 2.7%, distributable cash flow is lower by -3.4% a year ago. NGL fractionation
volumes increase 18%, NGL transportation up 13% (record level), midstream gathering up 14% (record), intrastate natural gas up 5%, interstate gas up 11% and crude terminal volumes up 6%
as company benefits from asset expansion. Q1 operating expenses increase by 8%, interest expense is up 10.7%. DCF coverage of dividend is 2.08 times. Investment earnings at Sunoco LP
(33.86% ownership and general partner) up 15.7%, USAC (general partner) up 20.4% in Q1. US Department of Energy rejects application to delay completion of Lake Charles LNG project to
2028, will appeal but has multiple other places to invest if unsuccessful. Projects appear on time and budget for asset expansion, company is also likely to use strong balance sheet to make
more acquisitions with Moody's, Fitch and S&P all rating outlook "positive." Quality Grade C (No Change).

Enersis Chile
(NYSE: ENIC)

Buy<3 3 20.51 130.49 33.33 0.32 40.8 C 5/18/2023 N/A -44.8 35.6 Intl Energy

Q1 net income is higher by 132.8% from a year ago. Key drivers include 17% higher output from renewable energy with improved hydrology and solar energy conditions. Company also
connects more wind power and is able to achieve $100 mil in additional margin from optimization of commercial natural gas system. Cost cutting on target and Enel X segment contributes with
electrification efforts in Chile. New tariff rulings by regulators for generation and distribution appear to be amicable. Enel SpA owns 64.1% of company and is controlling shareholder. Quality
Grade C (No change).

Engie
(OTC: ENGIY, FP:
ENGI)

Buy<16 16.06 7.54 51.34 24.53 1.49 57.4 B 5/1/2023 N/A 22.9 50.8 Intl Energy
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Next earnings May 11. Dividend 65 Euros "floor" set by management through 2024. Company mid-point for recurring net income guidance in 2025 of EUR4.4 bil, based on forward power
prices in Europe. EBITDA guidance for 2023 of EUR6.6 to EUR7.6 bil, net recurring income of EUR3.4 to EUR4 bil. Will build EUR2.7 bil offshore wind farm in alliance with French government-
owned EDF, will be built off the French coast of the English Channel. Q1 earnings should benefit from renewable energy capacity additions. Quality Grade B (no change).

Eni
(NYSE: E, IM: ENI)

Buy<28 29.56 4.45 14.58 -5.07 0.47 21.2 B 5/22/2023 6/8/2023 -1.5 36.6 Super Major
Oil/Gas

Reduces 2023 guidance for EBIT to EU$12 bil from previous EUR13 bil, cites lower realized selling prices for oil and gas than expected. Projection for Brent crude oil is $85 a barrel. Still plans
to distribute 25-30% of annual cash flow from operations as either dividends or buybacks going forward. Expects 3-4% annual output growth through 2026. Plenitude renewable energy unit
EBITDA goal is EUR1.8 bil by 2026 with 7 GW installed capacity, project pipeline is 11 GW. Q1 adjusted net profit is up 17%, underlying cash flow from operations -6%, adjusted net income at
gas business is up 47% on strong "origination and trading activities." Oil and gas output flat year over year but up 2.4% sequentially from Q4 and in line with guidance despite challenges in
some countries. Quality Grade B (no change).

Entergy Corp
(NYSE: ETR)

Buy<110 107.6 3.98 -3.85 2.75 1.07 63.9 A 5/3/2023 6/1/2023 4.5 67.7 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management affirms 2023 earnings guidance of $6.55 to $6.85 per share. Dividend growth of 5-7% backed by earnings growth target of 6-8% through 2025, anticipates $16 bil CAPEX over the
period. Company cuts projected three-year growth rate of customer bills in half from estimates earlier in the year. Still expects to see 6% annual industrial sales growth pushed in large part by
reshoring industry to US. Q1 adjusted earnings per share are lower by -13.6%, up 3% excluding negative impact of -22 cents per share from mild weather. Industrial sales up 2%, adds 0.5%
total customers (0.7% residential). Management says weather adjusted sales up 1% year-over-year. Adjusted return on equity from regulated utility businesses is a solid 10.4%, flat with a year
ago. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Enterprise Products
Partners LP
(NYSE: EPD)

Buy<33 25.75 7.61 6.83 -0.53 0.49 55.6 A 4/27/2023 5/12/2023 2.9 51 Energy Pipelines

Q1 distributable cash flow up 5.5% and covers distributions by 1.8 times with $863 mil retained DCF more than covering $654 mil total CAPEX. Payout ratio including dividends and stock
buybacks is 55%. Free cash flow payout ratio is 75% last 12 months as company continues to self-fund CAPEX. Q1 EBITDA advances 2.9%. Liquids system volumes up 9.2%, marine
terminals up 25%, natural gas pipelines 9.8%, NGL fractionation 4%, fee-based nat gas processing volumes up 12.2%, equity NGL equivalant production -11.1%, propylene plant -9.5%. Q1
operating costs drop by -5.6%, interest expense is lower by -1.6%. Net debt is 3X EBITDA in middle of guidance range of 2.75 to 3.25 times, no significant remaining debt maturities this year.
Management says lower natural gas prices " temper activity and growth" in dry natural gas plays but Permian Basin growth trends continue, says $3.8 bil of assets to enter service in 2023 and
will be primary driver of DCF. Quality Grade A (no change).

Essential Utilities
(NYSE: WTRG)

Buy<50 42.97 2.67 4.22 -5.89 0.29 64.9 A 5/11/2023 6/1/2023 7 56.1 Regulated Water

Extends guidance for 5-7% compound annual earnings growth target through 2025. Affirms 2023 earnings guidance range of $1.85 to $1.90 per share. Regulated water rate base still on track
to grow 6-7% a year through 2025, fueled by combination of system spending and 2-3% customer growth with acquisitions the key driver. Natural gas utility rate base expected to grow 8-10%
primarily on spending on system resiliency through 2025. Gas customer base expected to be "stable" excluding planned sale of West Virginia unit. Q1 operating and maintenance costs cut by -
3.2%, revenue up 3.9% on rate surcharges and customer growth partly offset by mild winter impact on natural gas distribution net. Water service revenue up 11.7%. Company has 400,000
potential new customers from acquisitions in various stages. Rate activity continues to yield amicable results, big test will be attempt to enact weather normalized rates in Pennsylvania this
year, management still hopeful will get DELCORA acquisition done. Q1 debt interest expense is up 28.3%. Quality Grade A (No Change).
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Evergy Inc
(NYSE: EVRG)

Buy<65 63.12 3.88 -1.39 4.43 0.61 66 A 5/18/2023 6/20/2023 6.5 56.1 Regulated Electric

Management is staying with earnings growth guidance of 6-8% a year through 2025, 2023 guidance range of $3.55 to $3.75 per share, target payout ratio 60-70%. Q1 earnings per share up
5.4%, primary drivers of growth at higher weather normalized demand, lower operating and maintenance expense (-14.2% from 2022), partly offset by milder than normal weather and higher
debt interest expense (up 34.1%). Has requested 10.25% return on equity in Kansas rate case. Missouri regulators' approval of company request to securitize 2021 Winter Storm Uri
extraordinary fuel costs has been appealed to courts by opponents, outcome unknown though company appears to be on firm footing. Quality Grade A (No change).

Eversource Energy
(NYSE: ES)

Buy<90 76.98 3.51 -10.9 -2.97 0.68 66 A 5/17/2023 6/30/2023 6 59.1 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management reaffirms guidance for "upper half" of 5-7% range for annual earnings and commensurate dividend growth range through 2026. 2023 earnings guidance of $4.25 to $4.43 per
share. Strategic review of "uncommitted" offshore wind power leases in 50-50 joint venture with Orsted continues, management says in earnings call that process of selling is "very far along."
Q1 earnings per share are up 10.2% from a year ago. Electric transmission earnings up 4.4% on system investment, electricity distribution higher by 17.5% primarily on rate design changes'
favorable impact, natural gas distribution up 3.8% on rate increases and water distribution is lower by roughly half in seasonally weak period. Q1 operating and maintenance costs are cut by -
3.8%, interest expense is up 26.9% on asset expansion, refinancing costs. South Fork offshore wind facility in New York winding up construction with partner Orsted with in service date by end
of 2023, partners start construction of Revolution Wind off Rhode Island coast. Has locked in 92% of cost of three offshore wind transmission projects says management. Reduces 2023
projected offshore wind capital costs to $1.4 to $1.6 bil range, was $1.9 to $2.1 bil as some expenditures moved to "future periods."No change in cost estimates at South Fork, Revolution Wind
(in service 2025) and Sunrise Wind (2025) at this time. Connecticut authorizes return on equity of just 8.7% for water utility in state, company is appealingc decision to state Superior Court.
Quality Grade A (No Change).

Exelon Corp
(NSDQ: EXC)

Buy<45 42.92 3.35 -5.22 6.35 0.36 63.4 A 5/12/2023 6/9/2023 -2.3 62 Wholesale Power

Management affirms 2023 guidance range of $2.30 to $2.42 per share, annual earnings and dividend growth target of 6-8% through 2026 "with expectation to be at the midpoint or better of
growth range," with $31.3 bil in planned 4-year utility CAPEX the primary driver. Q1 operating earnings per share are higher by 9.4%, utility rate base growth is primary catalyst. Milder weather
in two non-decoupled jurisdictions (Delaware, Pennsylvania) offsets partly. CEO says "most of our planned debt financing activity" is complete for year and all but one of planned rate cases
filed (New Jersey, Maryland, DC). Illinois utility benefits from inflation adjustment. Q1 operating and maintenance costs reduced by -2.3%, interest expense is up 21.9%. Customer growth is
0.5% for electricity, 0.9% for natural gas. Company still under investigation in Illinois by Securities and Exchange Commission but potential liability is still receding and governance has greatly
improved, has not appeared to affect regulatory relations in state negatively. Sees transmission as opportunity set from offshore wind rather than generation projects, nothing in current plan.
Quality Grade A (no change).

ExxonMobil Corp
(NYSE: XOM)

Buy<85 107.74 3.38 31.27 -8.89 0.91 51.8 A 5/15/2023 6/9/2023 0.9 18.8 Super Major
Oil/Gas

Q1 adjusted earnings per share are higher by 36.7%, free cash flow $11.4 bil up 5.3% from year ago quarter. Results are down sequentially on lower oil and gas selling prices. Oil equivalent
production in Q1 in up 4.3% year-over-year, main driver was 40% in combined US Permian Basin and Guyana offshore. Chemicals projects are lower by -73.6% on a worldwide basis.
Guidance of $23 to $24 bil for 2023 CAPEX, low single digit percentage growth of oil equivalent production annually. Management says company is on track to deliver $9 bil of "structural cost
savings" by end of 2023 relative to 2019, after achieving $7.2 bil through end of Q1, commits to robust dividend policy going forward. Results include $200 mil negative impact from European
energy taxes. Q1 interest expense is lower by -15.4% from a year ago. Quality Grade A (no change).

Ferrellgas Partners
LP
(OTC: FGPR)

Hold 8.69 N/A -38.02 5.46 N/A 0 C 12/7/2018 N/A N/A 117.9 Propane
Distribution
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Next earnings expected June 9. Mild winter weather may hurt results for fiscal quarter ending April 30, though Blue Rhino propane distribution brand continues to see strong growth nationally.
Lack of debt maturities until 2026 are a plus as are expectations for free cash flow generation this year. Total debt of $1.475 bil is more than seven times current market capitalization and
refinancing/paying off remains a steep challenge. Employee stock plan owns 23.44% of company with lead investor James E. Ferrell still holding 4.9%. Quality Grade F (No Change).

First Solar
(NSDQ: FSLR)

SELL 180.74 N/A 167.45 10.63 N/A 0 C N/A N/A N/A 3.9 Utility Technology

Management sticks to 2023 sales guidance of $3.4 to $3.6 bil (33.6% growth to mid-point of range), gross margin range of $1.2 to $1.3 bil, projected sales volumes of 11.8 to 12.3 gigawatts
capacity and CAPEX of $1.9 to $2.1 bil. Q1 sales are up 49.4% from year ago quarter, though down almost half sequentially from Q4. Swings to net income gain from loss a year ago despite
foreign currency losses, interest expense is roughly one-quarter of a year ago. Backlog looks strong at 71.6 gigawatts (was 61.4 GW at end of 2022), year to date bookings are 12.1 GW. CEO
says company in position for "growth and improved profitability in 2023 and beyond."Building a fourth US factory in Alabama with commercial operations to ramp up in 2025 as company is
taking full advantage of Inflation Reduction Act tax benefits. Should be exempt from new solar panel tariff legislation. Valuation is greatest risk. Quality Grade C (no change).

FirstEnergy Corp
(NYSE: FE)

Buy<40 39.57 3.94 -2.06 0.17 0.39 64.7 B 5/4/2023 6/1/2023 0.4 67.3 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Affirms long-term target payout ratio of 60-70%. 6-8% annual earnings growth guidance with key driver of growth utility CAPEX with $17 bil planned through 2025. Also affirms 2023 guidance
range of $2.44 to $2.64 for adjusted earnings per share. Q1 operating earnings are flat with a year ago and near mid-point of management guidance range. Mild temperatures negatively
impacted earnings by estimated 12 cents per share, offset by positive effect of utility investment and weather adjusted sales. Investment in regulated transmission up 60% from a year ago,
helped by company's new financial backer Brookfield. New CEO to take over June 1 and has a history of successful transactions. Regulatory proceedings in Pennsylvania (to consolidate
operating utilities) and Ohio (electric security plan) are likely key to timing of dividend growth, as is restoring investment grade ratings from Moody's. Quality Grade B (No change).

Fortis
(NYSE: FTS, TSX:
FTS)

Buy<45 45.87 3.68 -2.99 11.66 0.57 81.3 A 5/16/2023 6/1/2023 6.3 56 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Guidance is still for five-year compound annual dividend growth of 4-6% through 2027. Key driver is 5-year CAPEX plan of CAD22.3 bil for 5-year compound annual rate base growth of 6.2%,
anticipated CAD5.9 bil spending on "cleaner energy." Q1 earnings per share are up 16.7% from a year ago, has spent CAD1 bil of CAD4.3 bil planned CAPEX for 2023 as primary driver of
growth. Current projection is $1.4 to $1.8 bil in US power transmission investment through 2030. FERC upholds current rate of return. Arizona rate case recommendation from administrative
law judge due mid-year, as is decision in British Columbia ROE case. Arizona commission staff recommends boost in allowed ROE to 9.5% from current 9.15% in good sign. Quality Grade A
(no change

Fortum
(OTC: FOJCF, FH:
FORTUM)

Buy<14 15.09 6.54 N/A N/A 0.45 75 C 9/29/2023 10/10/2023 -5.2 50.1 Int'l Electricity

Next earnings May 11. This year's reduced dividend rate is 75% of expected comparable earnings of EUR1.21 per share, should be able to hold with semi-annual payment for October of 45
Euro cents adding up to 91 Euro cents total paid for calendar 2023. Company will "exit coal" by 2027. Opening of new nuclear plant this year is a major plus. May have to write off remaining
assets in Russia as presidential decree replaces management with government apparachiks, company will still try to sell unit but impact on earnings is unlikely to be meaningful going forward
as it has multiple areas to invest in Scandinavia, particularly home country of Finland (51.26% owner). Quality Grade B (no change).
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Frontier
Communications
Corp
(NSDQ: FYBR)

SELL 18.57 N/A -17.14 -34.96 N/A 0 F N/A N/A N/A 64 Communications

Management still expects 2023 EBITDA of $2.11 to $2.16 bil. Q1 revenue is lower by - 0.5%, operating expenses reduced by -2.2%, debt interest expense is up 36.9%. Revenue from contracts
with customers is lower by -1.7%, fiber up 8.5% and is now 51.4% of sales, copper customer revenue -10.5%. Customer churn rate rises to 1.43% from 1.35% a year ago, loses business
broadband users as churn rate rises to 1.72% from 1.44% a year ago, fiber churn rate up to 1.45% from 1.24%, making it up with consumers so far. Q1 EBITDA is up 2% as cost savings more
than offset revenue decline, EBITDA is 36% of sales up from 35.2% a year ago. Management raises CAPEX to continue adding fiber (now $3 to $3.2 bil), raises operating cost savings target
by $100 mil a year ahead of plan. Negative free cash flow of $2.2 bil last 12 months means debt load continues to rise, more than twice market capitalization of stock at present. Quality Grade
F (No Change).

FuelCell Energy
(NSDQ: FCEL)

SELL 2.28 N/A -31.74 -33.53 N/A 0 F N/A N/A N/A 12.1 Utility Technology

Next earnings expected June 9. Official targets are still for $300 mil sales in FY2025 and $1 bil in FY2030. Fiscal quarter ended April 30. Company order from ExxonMobil for fuel cell
equipment and engineering support are potential lifeline to cash strapped company, though oil giant has not yet make a final investment decision on prospective projects. Quality Grade F (No
Change).

Hannon Armstrong
Infrastructure
Capital
(NYSE: HASI)

Buy<35 25.92 6.1 -30.55 -24.47 0.4 76 B 7/3/2023 7/12/2023 4.2 64.1 Renewable
Energy BDC

Management affirms 5-8% yearly dividend growth rate, guidance for distributable earnings growth of 10-13% annually through 2024. Management says Q1 has highest ever volume for
business as well as pipeline of new investments (up 9%) and now $4.7 bil ($2.5 bil behind the meter assets and $2 bil grid connected with rest in mix), increased from $4.5 bil at end of 2022.
Q1 distributable earnings per share are up 1.9% from year ago period after 5.7% increase in outstanding shares, distributable net investment income is up 11%. Company closes $389 mil of
new investments, up 18% from the past of last year's Q1. Net debt is 2 times EBITDA with 87% at fixed rates, rest is less than 6 months to maturity and not generally hedged, 0.1% of portfolio
is currently non-performing investments, 2% is government obligations, 97% investment grade corporations, 1% moderate risk, should provide good insurance against credit quality event in a
recession. Q1 interest expense is up 39.6%, mostly on asset expansion but also use of floating rate debt. Quality Grade B (No change).

Hawaiian Electric
Industries
(NYSE: HE)

Hold 37.62 3.83 -5.91 -10.52 0.36 65.5 B 5/18/2023 6/9/2023 3 60.5 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Company generally holds to guidance. Q1 earnings per share lower by -20.6%, key reason for shortfall is holding company net loss, higher operating and maintenance costs resulting from
storm damage though overall O&M is held flat. American Savings Bank unit posts 3.9% higher net income than in Q4 but a -22.2% decline from a year ago, net interest margin 2.85%, up from
2.79% a year ago, loans and deposits up marginally. Q1 debt interest expense up 18.3%. Fuel oil dependence still expected to drop sharply by end of 2024 with startup of 400 megawatts of
new generating capacity and 2.5 gigawatt hours of energy storage. Quality Grade B (no change).

Hydro One
(TSX: H, OTC:
HRNNF)

Buy<26 28.5 3.02 9.48 7.45 0.3 63.9 A 6/6/2023 6/30/2023 5.4 57.1 Int'l Electricity
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Raises dividend by 6%. Guidance for 5-7% annual earnings growth with commensurate dividend growth through 2027, supported by government approved investment plan. Province of Ontario
owns 47.17% of company. Q1 basic earnings per share decline by -9.6% on higher operating, maintenance and administrative costs (up 13.9%), higher interest expense (up 16.2%) offset
partly by higher transmission service rates granted by Ontario regulators. Changes in management team shouldn't affect continuity of conservative growth strategy, capital investments increase
by 11.1% over last year. Quality Grade A (No change)

Iberdrola
(OTC: IBDRY, SM:
IBE)

Buy<45 51.78 0.07 20.84 14.35 0.02 48.7 A 4/20/2023 5/15/2023 4.8 49.2 Int'l Electricity

Backs net profit growth guidance of 8-10% and EBITDA to 8-9% annually through 2025. CAPEX is primary driver with $18.4 bil on renewables (goal 52 gigawatts generating capacity by 2025)
and EUR27 bil in networks growth. Payout ratio guidance is 65-75% of earnings, with increases in dividend tied to earnings growth. Q1 EBITDA is up 37.6%, revenue is higher by 27.2% and
earnings are up 40.6%. CAPEX of EUR12 bil planned for 2023. Recovery in Spain is a key driver (Q1 EBITDA up 6.1%), sale of 60% of business in Mexico will provide funds to grow elsewhere
including the US (EBITDA up 13%) though Avangrid unit. Renewable resource in Scotland improves on conditions and new asset entering service. Brazil EBITDA is up 18.7%. Renewable
energy is 45% of total global CAPEX. Quality Grade A (No change).

IdaCorp
(NYSE: IDA)

Buy<100 110.35 2.86 6.21 7.67 0.79 61.8 A 5/2/2023 5/31/2023 5.7 43.8 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management affirms 2023 earnings guidance range of $4.95 to $5.15 per share, though does raise low end of guidance for hydropower generation. Long-term target is 5% annual dividend
growth. Key driver of growth is utility CAPEX with annual rate base growth of nearly 10% expected through 2026, customer growth very robust at nearly 3% a year. Q1 earnings per share
advance by 22%, key drivers are robust 2.2% year-over-year customer growth, reductions of some expenses as weather is similar from last year and company has rate mechanisms that
stabilize revenue. Q1 operating and maintenance costs are lower by -0.1%, interest expense is up 18.5% on asset expansion and refinancing of long-term debt. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Innergex Renewable
Energy
(TSX: INE, OTC:
INGXF)

Buy<12 9.67 5.56 -19.25 -15.84 0.18 100 B 6/29/2023 7/17/2023 0.7 79.5 Renewable
Energy

Maintains current quarterly dividend of 18 cents Canadian per share paid since April 2020. Q1 loss shrinks as EBITDA increased 11% from year ago quarter on 5% lift in revenue and
production tax credits. Q1 interest costs increase 27.7%, operating expenses are reduced by -5.5%. Asset expansion with new projects and acquisitions are building scale to offset impact of
weather, wind/water/solar conditions on quarterly results. Cash flows appear to be sufficient to continue covering current dividend rate. Long-term contracts and geographic diversification
underscore stability of revenue. Quality Grade B (No change).

Itron
(NSDQ: ITRI)

Hold 66.65 N/A 39.35 16.97 N/A 0 C N/A N/A N/A 42.8 Utility Technology

Management broadly holds to 2023 guidance of $1.85-$1.95 bil for revenue, 70 cents to $1.10 for earnings per share excluding non-recurring items. Guidance is based on average Euro
exchange rate of $1.05. Q1 revenue up 4% (up 6% excluding exchange rate volatility), gross profit from sales increased 16%, EBITDA up 109% and earnings per share excluding items rise
more than four-fold. Company is seeing strong backlog (up 17%) from increased electrification of global economy and growth of distributed energy resoruces, need for "grid intelligence," with
supply chain disruption appearing to ease. Networked solutions revenue up 12%, "outcomes" (software licenses, managed services) up 10%, partly offset by -15% drop in device sales due
mostly to downsizing of business with asset sales and by shutting down certain product lines. Q1 operating expenses are up by 29.9%, interest expense is up 29.2%. Has negative free cash
flow of -$5.4 mil due to acquisitions but operating cash flow is positive. Quality Grade C (No Change).
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JinkoSolar Holdings
(NYSE: JKS)

Buy<50 43.89 N/A -7.41 -16.88 N/A 0 C N/A N/A N/A 64.2 Utility Technology

Q1 solar modules, cells and wafer shipments up 72.7% from year ago quarter, revenue up 58%, gross profit up 81.5%, gross margin expands to 17.3% from 15.1% in year ago period.
Operating profit margin is 5.2%, up from 0.3% a year ago. Total operating expenses are 12.1% of Q1 revenue, down from 14.8% a year ago. Net interest expense is cut -65.8% as interest
income offsets debt costs. Q1 net income is up 13.4 times from a year ago in RMB terms. Management attributes growth in demand in part to much lower polysilicon prices as Chinese
production capacity increases relieves global supply tightness. Expects to ramp up US sales "in coming quarters" though China is primary market with PV installations increasing 154.8 percent
year-over-year. Guidance is still for 60-70 GW solar module shipments in 2023. Quality Grade C (no change).

Kayne Anderson
Energy Total Return
(NYSE: KYN)

Buy<10 8.05 10.43 1.16 -10.25 0.21 100 B 4/6/2023 4/17/2023 -17.5 N/A Closed-End Fund

Updates terms for merger of closed-end fund with Kayne Anderson NextGen Energy & Infrastructure Inc (NYSE: KMF), purchase now includes a cash out option for KMF. KYN dividend to rise
by a penny a share per quarter at close, stockholder meetings June 20 to approve deal, expected date for close is "during fiscal 2023." Increased scale of fund with similar holdings should
improve efficiency. Largest holdings of KYN are Enterprise Products Partners, Energy Transfer LP and MPLX LP. Largest holdings of KMF are Enterprise, Williams Companies and Cheniere
Energy. High leverage of 32.12% of assets, fund is still at large discount (-16.49%) of market price to net asset value in part because of leverage use. Fund still offers triple play on rising value
of still heavily discounted portfolio, rising dividends of holdings as spur for higher fund payout and potential for long-term narrowing of discount to NAV. Quality Grade B (no change).

Kinder Morgan
(NYSE: KMI)

Buy<22 16.79 6.73 -3.5 -7.04 0.28 46.3 A 4/28/2023 5/15/2023 3.3 50 Energy Transport

Q1 distributable cash flow per share is lower by -4.7% from a year ago, Q1 revenue is lower by -9.4%, offset by -17.6% lower operating costs. Interest expense (up 33.6%) is primary reason for
shortfall at bottom line as company cuts variable rate debt to 0.4% of total debt. Natural gas transportation volumes up 3%, gathering up 18% with Hayneville and Eagle Ford systems
strongest. Pipelines EBDA is up 10.3% from a year ago and is 67.8% of company total. Lower volumes in crude and condensate business, -11% lower diesel volumes hit Products Pipelines
EBDA (-16.1%, 11.9% total EBDA). Terminals (12.1% EBDA) up 6.7% on solid asset performance. S&P affirms BBB credit rating with stable outlook. Management maintains guidance mid-
point of expected adjusted EBITDA for 2023 at $7.7 bil, distributable cash flow of $4.8 bil ($2.13 per share), end-year net debt to EBITDA of 4 times (4.5 times is long-term target). Management
says negative impact of lower commodity prices on CO2 unit (8.2% EBDA) is offset by better performance of pipeline and terminals assets so far this year. Recontracting of natural gas
pipelines is strong as company continues to add to network in key areas like Permian Basin. Project backlog increased by $400 mil since end of Q4 to $3.7 bil. Quality Grade A (no change).

Korea Electric
Power Corp
(NYSE: KEP, KS:
015760)

Hold 7.34 N/A -15.14 -2.52 N/A 0 C 12/29/2022 N/A N/A 74.8 Int'l Electricity

Next earnings expected May 15. Results are likely to be heavily and negatively affected by rate hike delays relative to spikes in imported oil, gas and coal prices over the last few years. South
Korea regulators approve operation of Wolsong nuclear plant reactor 2 after inspection as operating record of existing facilities appears to remain solid. Government ownership of 57.01% of
company through Development Bank, Economic Ministry and National Pension Services and is ultimate guarantor of survival. Quality Grade C (No Change).

Lumen
Technologies
(NYSE: LUMN)

SELL 2.36 N/A -76.96 -40.4 N/A 0 D 11/2/2022 N/A -20.6 67.8 Communications
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Q1 revenue is lower by -20.1% from a year ago, EBITDA is down -36.4% on adjusted basis, free cash flow swings negative. Sales to large enterprises fall by -17.2% from a year ago, mid-
market enterprise -10.1%, public sector -10.2%, enterprise channels -14.2%, wholesale -9.9% as all segments of company continue to see business erosion. Overall business revenue -13.1%
and mass markets (consumer) revenue -38.7%. EBITDA margins drop to 33.5% excluding special items from 42% a year ago. CAPEX of $640 mil in Q1 (up 10.9%) exceeds net cash provided
by operating activities of $595 mil (down -56.7%). Q1 interest expense is lower by -21% from last year on debt reduction, total operating expenses -7%. Total fiber broadband users (28.7%
total broadband customers) increase by 12.6% over last 12 month, total broadband customers decline by -8.5% as outnumbered by losses of other users. Management affirms 2023 guidance
ranges, including $0 to $200 mil free cash flow after CAPEX of $2.9 to $3.1 bil. Company faces wave of shareholder suits. S&P cuts rating to CCC+, rating outlook negative for Moody's (B2)
and Fitch (B). Bonds maturing September 2025 yield elevated 12.7% to maturity, total debt of $19.7 bil is more than 8 times current market capitalization. Quality Grade F (no change).

Magellan Midstream
Partners LP
(NYSE: MMP)

Buy<55 54.98 7.62 24.95 5.45 1.05 71.4 A 5/5/2023 5/15/2023 0.7 75.4 Energy Transport

Management boosts 2023 guidance for distributable cash flow to $1.22 bil from previous $1.18 bil. Cites solid Q1 performance of company assets and latest outlook for refined products
transportation rates, including expected 11% lift in rates on July 1. Sticking to 1% dividend growth rate and now expects distribution coverage of "more than 1.4 times" with DCF and free cash
flow coverage with $250 mil after distributions paid. Q1 DCF imcreased 18.1%, free cash flow up 17%. Management cites "improved pricing environment" as key driver, as refined products
margins improve by 42.8%. Crude oil operating margin up 5.8%. Q1 operating costs are reduced by -7.2%, interest expense is lower by -0.7%. CAPEX for asset expansion expected at $120
mil this year and $40 mil in 2024 for projects already committed, leaving company in good shape to step up deployment or pull in its horns depending on the environment. May use surplus cash
for stock buybacks. Quality Grade to A from B on continued improvement in operating and financial metrics, continuing conservatism on capital deployment.

MDU Resources
(NYSE: MDU)

Buy<35 29.33 3.03 20.41 -4.06 0.22 47.6 B 6/12/2023 7/1/2023 2.4 47.2 Utility/Construction

Management says it will align dividend policy with other pure play regulated energy delivery companies following spinoff. Ratio is one share of Knife River (NYSE: KNF) for every four MDU,
distribution to shareholders of record May 22. Fractional shares to be paid in cash. Spinoff is tax free to shareholders. No change to quarterly dividend to be paid July 1. Long-term guidance is
5-8% for annual earnings growth. Management affirms previous range of $140 to $150 mil for utility earnings in 2023, construction services revenue guidance mid-point is raised to $2.9 bil from
previous $2.85 bil "with slightly improved margins from 2022". To be spun off Knife River construction materials unit (May 31) revenue mid-point is held at $2.6 bil with higher margins and
EBITDA of $300 to $350 mil. Will update advice on Knife River spinoff in June issue of CUI. Q1 earnings per share are higher by 18.8%, key drivers are 16.6% higher gas and electric utility
earnings, flat loss in materials for seasonally weak Q1 and 22.5% improvement in construction services. Total operating and maintenance costs up 21.7%, interest expense up 50.2%. Electric
industrial sales up 5%. Customer growth at utility expected between 1-2% a year. Quality Grade B (No Change).

MGE Energy
(NSDQ: MGEE)

Buy<60 77.97 2.09 -0.58 9.4 0.41 52.4 A 2/28/2023 3/15/2023 4.9 40.5 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Q1 earnings per share are lower by -9.5%. Mild winter (heating degree days down -14% than a year ago) cuts demand at natural gas utility by -14% and electricity retail residential sales are
down -7%. Offsets continuing effective cost management (operating and maintenance expense lower by -0.1%) and utility rate base growth in Wisconsin service territory. Q1 interest expense
is also a negative up 13.9% though company has minimal refinancing needs going forward and no variable rate debt. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Middlesex Water
(NSDQ: MSEX)

Hold 74.33 1.68 -14.58 -12.22 0.31 52.1 A 5/11/2023 6/1/2023 6.7 47.7 Regulated Water
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Guidance for mid-to upper single digit percentage growth in underlying earnings and dividends annually with next boost for October, maintains 3% discount for dividend reinvestment plan. Q1
earnings per share are lower by -51.5% from a year ago including $5.2 mil pre-tax gain last year for sale of wastewater operations in Delaware to Artesian. Net is lower by -15% in seasonally
weak period excluding last year's gain, debt interest costs up 40.3%, operating expenses are higher by 6.1% with operating and maintenance expense higher by 5.8%. New Jersey revenue
benefits from rate increase, Delaware hurt by rate cut. Contract system management revenue up on increased supplemental services. Results are steady but share price response
demonstrates danger of stocks trading at very high valuations (still 28.1 times expected next 12 months earnings). Quality Grade A (No Change).

National Fuel Gas
(NYSE: NFG)

Buy<65 53.33 3.56 -17.25 -8.2 0.48 36.2 B 3/30/2023 4/14/2023 3 56.8 Integrated NatGas

Management reduces mid-point of FY2023 (end Sept 30) earnings guidance range again to $5.25 per share from $5.55 per share, reason is iower projection for NYMEX natural gas price rest
of the year to $2.50 per million BTU, was $3.25. Company maintains expected 2023 net production guidance of 370 to 390 Bcfe with CAPEX within previous range of $525 to $575 mil. Seneca
unit has contracts in place for 92% of remaining FY2023 oil and gas output, 77% with prices locked in. FYQ2 (end March 31) operating earnings per share is lower by -8.3%. Net cash provided
by operating activities is up 67%. Oil and gas production increased 12% from a year ago and 3% sequentially. EBITDA from E&P unit is lower by -2.5% as impact of sale of California properties
offsets higher output in Appalachia, some lower costs and steady realized gas prices ($2.58 per Mcf). Midstream EBITDA less by -4% on some higher maintenance costs. Gathering up 7.5%
on increased throughput of system in Appalachia. Utility is lower by -15.1% on higher operating and interest expense, rate reduction in New York for less pension cost recovery, mild weather in
Pennsylvania. Q1 interest expense is reduced by -8.3%. Files rate settlement in Pennsylvania including $23 mil base rate increase as well as a weather normalization mechanism that should
stabilize results, ruling from regulators expected in August. Quality Grade B (No Change).

National Grid
(NYSE: NGG, LSE:
NG)

Hold 73.5 2.78 5.01 17.22 1.03 82.5 B 11/23/2022 1/11/2023 0.3 65.6 Int'l Electricity

Next full semi-annual results expected May 18 (FY2023 ending Mar 31), should also raise semi-annual dividend for payment in August at a mid-single digit percentage rate. Management
affirms long-term guidance in mid-April for 6-8% annual earnings growth through 2026 but now says growth will be "at the bottom end" of the range due to "lower revenue at its electricity and
transmission units," warns UK government's "full expensing" tax relief will cut cash tax payable and negatively impact underlying earnings in 2024-26. Management will provide more details in
earnings call May 18. Rumored to be considering sale of US natural gas pipelines. Quality Grade A (no change).

New Jersey
Resources Corp
(NYSE: NJR)

Buy<45 50.39 3.1 18.75 -1.09 0.39 61.7 A 6/13/2023 7/3/2023 7.6 63.2 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management sticks with mid-point of full year FY2023 (end Sept 30) net financial earnings guidance at $2.67 per share, has "long-term" target of 7-9% annual earnings and dividend growth
based on natural gas utliity CAPEX plans. FYQ2 (end March 31) net financial earnings are lower by -14.7%. New Jersey Natural Gas regulated utility unit net (90% of FYQ2 earnings) is steady
with a year ago (-2%) with rates factoring out impact of weather and commodity fuel costs, shortfall due to lower results at unregulated renewable energy, storage/transportation and energy
servcies. Utility benefits from 1.1% customer growth and Infrastructure Investment Program to replace old pipes and mains. FYQ2 operating and maintenance costs are higher by 15.5%,
interest expense is up 59.9% from year ago quarter. Quality Grade A (No Change).

NextEra Energy
(NYSE: NEE)

Buy<80 76.89 2.43 12.28 3.55 0.47 61.2 A 2/27/2023 3/15/2023 10.6 56.9 Regulated
Elec/Gas
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Q1 earnings per share are up 13.5%, utility unit FPL up 20.5% fueled by $2.3 bil CAPEX during quarter (11.2% year-over-year boost in utility capital employed) including 970 megawatts of
solar placed into service. Unregulated Resources unit net is up 12.5% on an adjusted basis, less favorable solar and wind conditions offset by asset expansion and gains at supply and trading
business, also had expense for still stalled Mountain Valley Pipeline (30% ownership). Unit adds 2,020 MW new renewables and storage to backlog since mid-January (20.4 gigawatts total).
Management sticks with guidance for 6-8% annual earnings growth outlook through 2026 with 10% dividend growth"at least" through 2024. Mid-point for 2023 earnings guidance range is
$3.055 for 2023, $3.33 for 2024, $3.575 per share for 2025 and $3.815 for 2026. On track for $325 mil operating cost cuts this year. Utility unit 10-year site plan now includes 20 GW of new
solar as "the lowest cost generation option for Florida customers," long runway to ramp up as is currently just 5% of generation, would reach 35% of forecast energy delivery by 2032 under
plan. Wins $400 mil in new transmission contracts in California. Quality Grade A (No Change).

NextEra Energy
Partners LP
(NYSE: NEP)

Buy<80 61.28 5.5 -1.15 -13.92 0.84 37.3 A 5/4/2023 5/15/2023 15 26.5 Renewable
Energy

Raises quarterly dividend 3 cents per share, up 15% from 12 months ago. Q1 EBITDA is up 8.5%, primary driver is addition of 1.2 gigawatts of new renewable energy generation. Parent
NextEra Energy to drop down additional 690 megawatts of capacity (16 year contract life, average customer credit rating BBB) for $708 mil. Portfolio is expected to boost EBITDA $110 to $130
mil per year, cash available for distribution by $62-$72 mil, priced for CAFD yield of 9.5% reflecting higher cost environment (10.4% after debt is paid off in 3 years), management says with
acquisition company is "well positioned to meet our year-end 2023 EBITDA ($2.32 bil mid-point) and CAFD ($815 mil) run-rate guidance. Close by end of Q2. Company completes buyout of
50% of STX Midstream convertible equity portfolio financing and 15% of NEP Renewables II convertible equity portfolio financing on favorable terms. Management affirms 12-15% annual
dividend growth rate through 2026. Ultimate financial backstop is NextEra Energy. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Nippon Telegraph &
Telecom Corp
(Tokyo: 9432, OTC:
NTTYY)

Buy<30 31.21 2.36 7.52 6.12 N/A 34.7 A 3/29/2023 N/A -21.2 47.7 Intl
Communications

Next earnings May 12, will be for fiscal year FY2023 (end March 31, 2023), management also plans to declare next semi-annual dividend with mid-single digit percentage increase likely.
Energy costs in Japan with nuclear plants shutdown will negatively impact bototm line, offset by rapid growth of global data business. Company is also likely to announce a stock buyback for
upcoming fiscal year, set guidance for mid-single digit percentage earnings growth. Japan Finance Ministry (34.81% owner of company). Quality Grade A (No Change).

NiSource
(NYSE: NI)

Buy<32 28.89 3.46 2.01 8.42 0.25 68 A 4/27/2023 5/19/2023 5.8 59 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management affirms annual earnings growth of 6-8% target through 2027, 60-70% payout ratio, 8-10% annual rate base increases. Also affirms 2023 earnings guidance range of $1.54 to
$1.60 per share, growth fueled by $15 bil utility CAPEX in "already approved" investments in grid upgrades and renewable energy through 2027. Q1 earnings per share is up 2.7% excluding
items. Settlement of Indiana electric rate case is a big potential plus with amicable $292 mil annual rate boost, final order expected in August, construction of solar generation in state is on track
as is sale of minority interest in Indiana electric utility says management. Q1 operating expenses up 12.7% over year ago quarter. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Northland Power Inc
(TSX: NPI, OTC:
NPIFF)

Hold 21.07 4.12 -24.55 -15.08 0.1 74.5 B 4/27/2023 5/15/2023 0.1 59.6 Renewable
Energy
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No change in monthly dividend of 10 cents Canadian paid since January 2018 as management prioritizes CAPEX for growth. Management holds to EBITDA growth guidance of 7-10% per year
to 2027, 2023 EBITDA guidance mid-point of CAD1.275 bil and CAD1.80 mid-point for free cash flow excluding growth CAPEX within company's control. free cash flow per share range of
CAD1.30 to CAD1.50 per share including all CAPEX. Primary driver of growth is renewable energy generation deployment, target of 6.5 GW operating capacity by 2027. Q2 free cash flow per
share is lower by -19.5% as revenue is lower by -10.5%, EBITDA is down -16.2%. Shortfall is mainly due to unfavorable comparison with a year ago when price spikes drove up revenue.
European offshore wind facilities' (3) output is flat (-0.1%) with year ago quarter and slightly above historical average. Onshore renewable energy output is -4% below a year ago as higher wind
and solar resource in Spain is offset by lower in Canada. Natural gas facilities produce -7% less energy due to less demand for dispatchable power in Ontario in a mild winter. Utility unit
EBITDA is lower due to relative weakness in Colombian peso versus Canadian dollar. Cuts interest costs by -17.3%. Dividend appears secure. Quality Grade B (no change).

Northwest Holdings
(NYSE: NWN)

Buy<45 46.48 4.17 -1.85 -3.26 0.49 76.4 A 4/27/2023 5/15/2023 0.5 58.8 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management is still guiding to 4-6% annual earnings growth through 2027, 2023 guidance range of $2.55 to $2.75 per share. Q1 earnings per share are higher by 11.7%, customer growth
(1%), renewable natural gas expansion, rate increases in Oregon and Washington are keys to improved results. Water unit also continues to grow with pending acquisitions set to expand
customer base to 68,000 meters. Q1 operating and maintenance costs up 25%, interest expense is up 59%. Health of service territory is a major plus, though anti-natural gas initiatives a
potential threat. Quality Grade B (No Change).

NorthWestern Corp
(NSDQ: NWE)

Hold 59.7 4.29 6.59 6.84 0.64 78.8 B 6/14/2023 6/30/2023 2.9 49.7 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Q1 earnings per share are lower by -2.8% as shares outstanding are increased by 9/1%, offset favorable impact of higher Montana interim rates, higher sales and some lower expenses on
operating results. Q1 operating/maintenance expenses are up 5.9%, interest expense is higher by 18.1%. Customer growth is solid at 1.4% year over year. Management will not issue guidance
for 2023 until outcome of Montana general rate case, settlement would be amicable if approved as electric and natural gas service ROEs would remain the same at 9.65% and 9.55%
respectively. . Current long-term guidance is for annual earnings growth rate of 3-6%, with 4-5% annual rate base growth the next five years as primary driver. Estimates $510 mil CAPEX in
2023 and $2.4 bil for 2023-27 on electric and natural gas T&D, generation. Quality Grade B (No Change).

NRG Energy
(NYSE: NRG)

Buy<33 32.15 4.7 -19.81 -6.76 0.38 61.1 C 4/28/2023 5/15/2023 30.1 68.4 Retail Electricity

Management raises mid-point of 2023 EBITDA guidance range to $3.13 bil from previous $2.37 following close of acquisition of Vivint Home, lifts free cash flow guidance to mid-point of $1.74
bil from $1.62 bil previously. Guidance for 15-20% annual free cash flow growth. Q1 EBITDA is up 20.5%, free cash flow before investments is lower by -15.1%. Texas EBITDA is higher by
20.4%, East is lower by -5.4% and Vivint adds to net by $73 mil. Asset retirements in East region is reason for shortfall, Texas up on higher margins from asset optimization. West is no longer
a major part of business. Total operating expenses up 73.1% on changed nature of business, interest expense is higher by 43.7% on higher level of debt but management has plan to reduce.
Vivint unit grew customers 9% and revenue 14% from year ago period as is growing business, level of unpaid bills is stable. Quality Grade C (No change).

NuStar Energy LP
(NYSE: NS)

Hold 15.17 10.55 19.64 -9.43 0.4 44.1 D 5/5/2023 5/12/2023 -10.1 71.3 Energy Transport

Maintains mid-point of 2023 EBITDA guidance at $730 mil, will spend $130 to $150 mil on growth CAPEX in 2023. Q1 EBITDA is 8% higher than in year ago quarter, distributable cash flow up
11% and covered dividends by 2.27 times. PIpeline segment EBITDA up 15.6% and benefits from strong Permian Basin activity with overall throughput up 2.6%. Fuels marketing EBITDA is flat
with West Coast revenue up 33% on renewable fuels growth. Company reduces debt to EBITDA ratio to 3.46 times. Q1 operating expenses are up 3.2%, interest expense is higher by 15.2%
on heavy use of variable rate debt. Quality Grade to C from D on debt reduction progress, continuing shift in revenue mix to more stable sources and assets.

OGE Energy Corp
(NYSE: OGE)

Hold 37.97 4.36 2.41 -0.26 0.41 80.8 A 4/6/2023 4/28/2023 2.7 50.9 Regulated
Elec/Gas
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Sticks to 2023 earnings guidance range of $1.93 to $2.07 per share, with $1.99 to $2.09 for utility. Primary driver of growth is utility CAPEX, management expects 3.5-5% annual load growth in
electricity and also plans solar rollout. Has 5-7% long-term earnings per share growth rate targeted long-term. Has sold all Energy Transfer LP units. Q1 earnings per share are lower by -20.8%
in seasonally weak quarter excluding impact of sale of midstream assets. Utility net is higher by 5.3% on rate base growth, partly offset by higher expenses (operating and maintenance up
13.4%), interest expense up 19.2%. Shortfall in overall earnings due to what should be non-recurring items at parent level. Utility customer growth solid at 1% as weather normalized load
increased 3.9%, oilfield see solid growth. Quality Grade A (no change).

ONE Gas
(NYSE: OGS)

Buy<70 81.6 3.19 -0.66 0.95 0.65 63.7 A 5/16/2023 6/2/2023 7.2 55.8 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Reaffirms 2023 earnings guidance range of $4.02 to $4.26 per share. dividend growth guidance of 4-6% a year through 2027 with target payout ratio of 55-65%. Q1 net income up 0.6% from a
year ago, rate increases and lower Covid-19 related costs offset by higher unpaid bills, employee costs. Weather is 14.5% warmed than normal in quarter but earnings protected fully by
weather normalization rate mechanisms. Has now securitized $197 mil of Winter Storm Uri costs in Texas. Q1 operating expenses are up 13.8%, interest expense increased by 93.1% but
unlikely to be a new run-rate. Adds 0.7% more customers in last 12 months. Ongoing Oklahoma rate case is key with decision later this year. Quality Grade A (No Change).

ONEOK
(NYSE: OKE)

Hold 63.21 6.04 7.38 -7.66 0.96 99.5 B 4/28/2023 5/15/2023 0.9 67.9 Energy Transport

Management affirms 2023 earnings guidance range of $5.03 to $5.69 per share, mid-point of EBITDA range is $4.575 bil including impact of insurance settlement. Q1 EBITDA is up 98.7%
from a year ago, operating costs up 12.1%, all in CAPEX is up 12.5%. Key driver is $779 million one-time gain from settlement of Medford incident insurance, though company does see big
increase in activity in Rocky Mountains with 63.7% boost in wells connected and continues with incremental growth projects, fractionator in Mont Belvieu, Texas enters service last month.
EBITDA absent settlement gain is up 13.9%. Company sees 11% lift in natural gas volumes processed in system overall, 27% higher in Mid-Continent region, also 17% increase in Gulf
Coast/Permian Basin NGL raw feed throughput volumes. Reduces net debt by $1 bil in Q1 to cut trailing net debt to EBITDA ratio to 2.8 times or 3.4 times excluding favorable impact of one-
time gain from incident insurance. Quality Grade B (No change).

Orange
(NYSE: ORAN, FP:
ORA)

Hold 12.79 3.71 10.84 23.22 0.31 95.6 B 12/1/2022 12/22/2022 -2.5 56.3 Intl
Communications

European Union extends review of deal with MasMovil in Spain until September 4, raising risk of deal failure. Maintains 2023 targets for "slight" growth in EBITDA matched with "significant
reduction" in CAPEX. Plans to "increase dividend floor" to 72 Euro cents. Q1 revenue advanced 1.3% as company is able to push through price increases, including in its biggest market
France (42% of sales). Wireless churn rises slightly in response. Retail services in Spain "return to growth" says management (up 2.8%). Business revenue is lower by -0.7%. Middle East sales
up 9%. EBITDA is up 0.5%. Strategy of pushing convergence of wireless and fiber broadband in major markets continues, "convergent" business sees 3.5% boost in average revenue per user.
Rollout of fiber in France not hampered by country's labor unrest at present as company has agreement with unions. Quality Grade B (no change).

Origin Energy
(ASX: ORG, OTC:
OGFGY)

Hold 5.57 3.16 20.81 16.51 0.11 52.6 B 2/28/2023 4/7/2023 3.3 25.3 Int'l Electricity,
LNG
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Next semi-annual earnings August 17, along with likely upper single digit percentage boost in semi-annual dividend for payment in September. Key for share price is Brookfield-led consortium
closing proposed AUD8.912 per share all-cash acquisition of company, parties say deal is "on track" to win needed financing and regulatory approvals with promise of massive renewable
energy spending, but will have to navigate tough regulation. Raises forecast EBITDA for FY2023 (end June 30) to a new range of AUD950 mil to AUD1.2 bil from previous AUD600 to AUD730
mil, reflects stronger contribution from Octopus Energy marketing unit, 8% electricity volumes increase. Management says FYQ3 (end March 31) revenue from Australia Pacific LNG export
facility is up 7% from a year ago despite drop in natural gas prices (-9% from FYQ2 end Dec 31). Australian government still considering raising taxes on energy producers but is opening up
new lands for exploration. Will go ahead with stage one of giant battery to replace Eraring coal-fired power plant (2.88 gigawatts capacity) in 2025. May build offshore wind facilities off Victoria
state coast. Quality Grade B (no change).

Ormat Technologies
(NYSE: ORA)

Buy<80 83.4 0.58 11.51 -9.6 0.12 40.9 C 5/22/2023 6/6/2023 2.9 47.1 Renewable
Energy

No change in quarterly dividend paid since March 2021 as management prioritizes CAPEX. Management reaffirms 2023 EBTIDA guidance range of $480 to $510 mil with revenue of $823 to
$858 mil. Q1 revenue up 0.8% as 4.8% lift in electricity sales from owned and operated geothermal and other units (92% total revenue) more than offsets -31.4% dip in product and -25.6%
lower energy storage revenue. Gross margin for electricity rises to 44.4% of sales from 41.8% a year ago. EBITDA up 14.5% and earnings per share advance by 45.7%. Asset expansion is
primary driver of earnings, especially new contracted generating capacity. Product segment results are depend on timing of contracts but have solid backlog of $147 mil as of May 9, 2023.
Energy storage segment also volatile with -25.6% lower revenue on lower energy rates at PJM located assets. Q1 interest expense is up by 12.1%. Quality Grade C (No Change).

Orsted A/S
(Denmark: ORSTED,
OTC: DNNGY)

Buy<40 30.66 1.36 -5.62 3.46 0.64 39 C 3/8/2023 3/24/2023 7.9 42.8 Utility Technology

Management sticks with guidance is for 2023 EBITDA of DKK20-DKK23 bil ($3 to $3.4 bil), with DKK50-DKK54 bil of CAPEX. Still targeting 12% annual EBITDA growth on average through
2027, based on asset expansion plans. Reports strong results ramping up facilities in UK and Taiwan, increase profit from wind and solar power units by 46.8% from year ago quarter. Onshore
production of wind and solar up 17%. Price hedging reduced ability to profit from volatile European electricity prices but are a firm foundation for meeting guidance. Q1 return on capital
employed is solid at 13.8%, management says new construction projects are on time and budget, including expansion in Taiwan and Ocean State project off Rhode Island coast with
EverSource building transmission connections to facility. South Fork project off New York coast looks set for commissioning this year says management. Posts headline loss but swings to free
cash flow of DKK1.335 bil from a shortfall a year ago after 28% lift in CAPEX. Still negotiating in some places (US, UK) for higher rates to take into consideration higher offshore wind
deployment costs than a couple years ago but appears to have plenty of places to invest to grow. Quality Grade C (no change).

Otter Tail Corp
(NSDQ: OTTR)

Hold 78.74 2.22 29.72 23.85 0.44 37.2 B 5/12/2023 6/9/2023 5.7 41.1 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Raises 2023 earnings guidance range to $4.55 to $4.85 per share from previous 3.76 to $4.06. Still targets 5-7% annual growth but plastics is still outperforming management forecast for a
slowdown. Plastics now expected to be more than 50% of 2023 earnings. Q1 earnings per share up 13% on 21% higher net at regulated electric utility and 68% better manufacturing net, offset
partly by -33.7% drop in plastics. Sales volumes of plastics are lower by -46% but partly offset by 7% lift in price per pound of PVC pipe. Contract metals fabrication activity is strong with 19%
lift in volumes, -21% decline in materials costs is passed onto customers and likely contributes to demand. Utility net helped by industrial sales growth and solar asset expansion. Q1 interest
expense is higher by 5.2%, total operating expenses lower by -6.6% reflecting mainly lower raw material costs at manufacturing operations though electric utility expenses are relatively flat
year-over-year (up 2.9% excluding fuel and purchased power costs). Quality Grade B (No change).

Partner
Communications
(NSDQ: PTNR, IT:
PTNR)

Hold 4.4 N/A -41.33 -31.57 0.26 0 C 8/27/2012 9/18/2012 N/A 54.1 Intl
Communications
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Next earnings are expected May 24. American Depositary Securities no longer listed on Nasdaq in US but are trading under symbol PTNRY over the counter. Management says it's "reaching
the finish line" for fiber broadband rollout. Q1 earnings should reflect same trends as Q4 numbers released in late March, including benefits of increased fiber broadband deployment, 5G
wireless adoption in Israel potentially offset by some higher costs. Quality Grade C (no change).

Pembina Pipeline
Corp
(NYSE: PBA, TSX:
PPL)

Buy<38 32.45 6.15 -8.23 -5.69 0.67 56.5 A 6/14/2023 6/30/2023 1.5 40.3 Energy Transport

Raises quarterly dividend by 1.5 cents Canadian per share, up 2.3%. Guides to 4-6% grwoth in conventional pipelines volumes for 2023, affirms guidance range for EBITDA of CAD3.5 to
CAD3.8 bil, excluding impact of Marketing and New Ventures segment is growth of 4% from 2022 to mid-point. Expects net debt to EBITDA at end year of 3.3 to 3.6 times, was 3.6 times at end
of Q1. Q1 adjusted cash flow per share is lower by -9.5%, EBITDA is lower by -5.8%. Total volumes are lower by -5.4% from a year ago, reflects lower EBITDA from Marketing and New
Ventures due to less volatile energy market conditions. Facilities EBITDA is up 6.1%, pipelines is up 0.8%. Company continues to see solid contracting activity and asset expansionQuality
Grade A (No Change).

PG&E Corp
(NYSE: PCG)

Buy<18 17.37 N/A 47.58 11.78 N/A 0 C 12/28/2017 N/A N/A 69.9 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management says company will be "eligible" to restore dividends "later this year." Maintains 2023 guidance range for "core" earnings of $1.19 to $1.23 per share. Target is 9-10% annual
growth rate through 2026, fueled by 9.5% compound annual rate base growth rate, no equity needs through 2024. Management says comapny may sell minority stake in generation unit. Q1
earnings per share are down slightly from year ago (-3.3%). Targets -2% reduction in operating and maintenance costs this year. Hydro assets in "stronger position than they've been in recent
years" says CEO Poppe. Rolling out undergrounding of wiring across California in state approved wildfire prevention plan, 350 miles by end of year, 750 miles by 2026. Request of $1.1 bil in
interim rate increases is key, decision could come this summer. CFO transition appears to be smooth. Quality Grade C (No Change).

Pinnacle West
Capital Corp
(NYSE: PNW)

Buy<70 80.66 4.29 16.39 10.07 0.87 81.2 B 4/28/2023 6/1/2023 3.7 59 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Maintains 2023 earnings guidance range of $3.95 to $4.15 per share on a weather normalized basis, 65-75% payout ratio. Customer growth is primary earnings driver with 1.5-2.5% expected
through 2024. Annual earnings growth target is still 5-7% from 2022 as a baseline. Earnings swing to loss in seasonally weak Q1 on higher operating and maintenance costs (up 14.5%),
interest expense (up 34.8%), partly offset by strong 2% customer growth with company expecting 3.6% full year load growth. Palo Verde nuclear plant runs at 100% of capacity in Q1.
Prudency case for scrubber investment is headed back to Arizona regulators with more favorable decision for company likely. Arizona return on equity likley to be at least 8.9%. Quality Grade
B (No Change).

Plains All American
Pipeline LP
(NSDQ: PAA)

Buy<26.50 12.7 8.43 32.61 1.83 0.27 43.1 B 4/28/2023 5/15/2023 -8.3 39.8 Energy Transport

Company reaffirms 2023 EBITDA guidance of $2.45 to $2.55 bil, net debt to EBITDA of 3.5 times, $1.6 bil free cash flow, with excess cash available for debt reduction. Cuts total debt by $450
mil in Q1 as management continues systematic deleveraging. Q1 EBITDA is higher by 16% with "implied" distributable cash flow up 11%, free cash flow after distributions is $581 mil up from
$36 mil in year earlier quarter. Crude oil system EBITDA is up 14% and NGLs up 19%. Permian and Capline assets see strong volumes and higher rates, offset by some higher costs including
for electricity. Total costs and expenses are lower by -11.4%, interest expense is down -8.4%. NGL fractionation (up 7.5%), pipeline (up 10.2%) and propane and butane volumes (up 3%) are
all strong. Crude oil volumes from Permian are up 20.7% from a year ago and are now 76% of total crude. Quality Grade B (no change).
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PLDT
(NYSE: PHI, PM:
TEL)

Hold 21.86 7.1 -32.77 -7.47 1.06 67.3 C 4/6/2023 5/11/2023 18.9 71.9 Intl
Communications

Management reduces amount of cost overruns from initial estimates, says issue is "largely resolved" as booked one-third of PHP33 bil overrun against Q1 results. Q1 net income is lower by -
0.7% in Philippine Peso terms. Management says 2023 will be "cleanup year" with CAPEX trending downwards and company reaching free cash flow positive by 2024. President points to
"long checklist of improvements to processes" and says experience "painful." May carry some overrun into 2024 but will offset much with planned CAPEX for 2023. Q1 service revenue up 2%,
EBITDA up 2%. Data/broadband reaches 82% of service revenue, up 6% from a year ago. Enterprise revenue up 5%, fiber only revenue higher by 14% as company's strategy of expanding 5G
wireless and fiber broadband appears to be still extending leading industry position. Operating expenses are cut by -4.8%. Quality Grade to C from D on improvement in corporate oversight,
apparent resolution of accounting issues though will want to see progress in future quarters.

PNM Resources
(NYSE: PNM)

SELL 48.02 3.06 8.96 -1.74 0.37 54.6 B 4/27/2023 5/12/2023 6.2 66.1 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Backs 2023 earnings per share guidance range of $2.65 to $2.75 per share, 5% annual growth through 2025. Ongoing earnings per share are up 10% in Q1. Higher transmission margins a
plus as are some lower costs, offset by higher costs at Texas unit. Total operating expenses up 18.3%, interest expense up 56.1%. Load is up 1.4% in Q1 from a year ago as service territory
remains healthy. Takeover price is still $50.30 per share in cash. Downside if Avangrid forced to walk away from acquisition is likely low to mid-40s for stock. New Mexico Supreme Court
expected to remand merger request to newly constructed New Mexico Public Regulation Commission this spring though it's under no obligation to do so, parties likely to extend agreement if
put off further. CEO says you can't hurry love or mergers. Quality Grade B (no change).

Portland General
Electric
(NYSE: POR)

Buy<45 51.22 3.71 12.55 8.43 0.48 67.7 B 6/23/2023 7/17/2023 5.5 58.9 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Raises dividend by 5% in slight acceleration from a year ago. Affirms long-term earnings and dividend growth rate guidance of 5-7%, also 2023 earnings guidance range of $2.60 to $2.75 per
share, 2.5-3% growth in weather normalized demand for electricity. Lifts CAPEX guidance slightly due to investment in new renewable energy project. Q1 earnings per share are slightly lower
(-1.2%) not including one-time charge in year ago quarter. Management notes higher demand from digital and semiconductor companies (industrial sales up 10% overall by volume), with
favorable impact also from weather and customer growth (up 0.9% overall and residential), offset by higher energy costs. Q1 interest expense is higher by 15.8%. Oregon rate case filed and
outcome will be key to meeting guidance going forward. Still has 9% of electricity from coal, with rate base growth opportunity from phase out. Now plans 400 megawatt addition of battery
storage. Quality Grade B (no change).

PPL Corp
(NYSE: PPL)

Buy<32 28.76 3.34 5.12 1.26 0.24 68.1 A 3/9/2023 4/3/2023 -17.9 50.7 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Maintains 2023 earnings guidance range of $1.50 to $1.65 per share, target of 6-8% annual earnings growth through "at least" 2026. Targets $175 mil in annual operating cost savings by
2026, and says 60% of CAPEX plans will be recovered through rate riders without need of filing rate case until 2025-26 time frame. CAPEX through 2026 expected at $12 bil to fuel 5.6%
annual rate base growth through 2026, expects "greater than 7%" in the "back half." Also affirms $175 mil cost savings target by 2026. Q1 earnings per share advance by 17.1% excluding
special items related to acquisition of Rhode Island Energy. Q1 operating and maintenance costs are up 29.1%, interest expense is up 53.3%. On track to invest $2.5 bil in new infrastructure
this year. Key challenge this year is winning approval to replace 1.5 gigawatts of aging coal-fired generation. Quality Grade A (no change).

Public Service
Enterprise Group
(NYSE: PEG)

Buy<70 64.14 3.55 -2.82 6.8 0.57 65.7 A 6/8/2023 6/30/2023 4.8 59.8 Regulated
Elec/Gas
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Management affirms 5-7% annual earnings per share growth through 2027, CAPEX of $15.5 to $18 bil for period, 2023 guidance range of $3.40 to $3.50 per share. Q1 operating earnings per
share are higher by 4.5%, 25% lift in earnings at PSEG Power is primary driver as company realizes higher hedged price for nuclear power generation, offset partly by lower volume and sales
for natural gas units and higher expenses, pension costs at regulated utility. Utility CAPEX remains primary long-term growth driver. Q1 interest expense is higher by 31.4% on asset
expansion. Industrial sales lower by -1% for electricity, -16% for natural gas though with minimal impact on margins due to weather normalization rate mechanisms, 23% milder than normal
winter weather. Nuclear generation is basically flat with year ago quarter (-0.5%). Has hedged 95-100% of 2023 nuclear output, 75-80% for 2024. Quality Grade A (no change).

Quebecor
(OTC: QBCRF, TSX:
QBR/B)

Hold 25.5 3.44 N/A 9.47 0.3 47.4 B 3/9/2023 4/4/2023 32 82.1 Intl
Communications

Next earnings expected May 12. Guidance targets payout ratio 30-50% of free cash flow. Integration of Freedom Mobile from newly merged Rogers/Shaw is key challenge for management as
is first major foray outside of Quebec as provincial champion of Francophone Canada. May hold dividend at 30 cents Canadian per quarter as integrates new assets. History of company has
been to invest conservatively with high probability of robust return rather than risk losses. Quality Grade A (No change).

Reaves Utility
Income
(NYSE: UTG)

Buy<35 28.54 7.99 -4.7 -1.04 0.19 234.5 B 5/17/2023 5/31/2023 2.1 N/A Closed-End Fund

Monthly dividend is still the same 19 cents per share rate paid since July 2021, though major holdings continue to raise dividends and investment income. Closed-end fund holding high quality,
mostly regulated utility stocks, BCE Inc (NYSE: BCE), Entergy Corp (NYSE: ETR), Xcel Energy (NYSE: XEL) were three biggest holding at last count. Has recently consistently traded within a
percentage point of net asset value on both up and downside. Leverage is moderately high at 19.84%. Fiscal year-to-date distributions (through Feb 28) are 23.69% net investment income,
2.42% short term realized capital gain, 73.89% net realized long-term capital gains, 0% return of capital. Quality Grade B (No Change).

RGC Resources
(NSDQ: RGCO)

SELL 18.99 4.16 -3.96 -19.28 0.2 85 C 7/14/2023 8/1/2023 4.9 59.5 Regulated
Elec/Gas

FYQ2 earnings per share up 25% from a year ago, excluding the "after tax impairments" from still stalled Mountain Valley Pipeline. Company has 1% interest and is no longer booking
investment as earnings but is at continuing risk to future legal setbacks. Company projects $2 mil additional earnings drag this fiscal year (end Sept 30) from Mountain Valley investment in
2023, mainly from rising interest expense as debt funds additional share of CAPEX. Management cites improved utility margins due to infrastructure replacement program for FYQ2 earnings
lift, customer growth and rate mechanisms to stabilize revenue (offset milder than normal winter weather). Overall operating expenses are up 28.8%, interest expense is higher by 26.5%.
Rolling 12-months earnings are at a loss due to Mountain Valley Pipeline setbacks. Company remains hopeful on MVP permitting and startup, lead developer Equitrans now expects to have all
permits in hand this summer, also says it's "possible" to complete MVP by year end. Quality Grade C (no change).

Rogers
Communications
(NYSE: RCI, TSX:
RCI/B)

Buy<45 49.47 3.02 2.5 3.03 0.5 50 B 6/8/2023 7/5/2023 0.1 78.5 Intl
Communications

Affirms post-Shaw merger 2023 guidance ranges of 26-30% revenue growth, 31-35% EBITDA growth, CAPEX of CAD3.7 to CAD3.9 bil. Dividend held at same quarterly rate of 50 cents
Canadian for now. Q1 earnings per share are higher by 19.8% on 6.1% increase in revenue, EBITDA is up 7%. Managment expects to target cost cutting to improve profitability and target key
areas. Media operations see 5% revenue growth and improved EBITDA. Company will leverage acquired wireline network from Shaw to sell more 5G wireless service, may be better off without
Freedom wireless unit regulators forced sale of. Wireless churn is very low at 0.79%. Wireless EBITDA margin of 64.2% is a 120 basis point improvement from a year ago, wireline (Internet
and cable television) revenue is lower by -2% on customer losses but EBITDA margin improved 160 basis points to 54.8%. Quality Grade B (No change).
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RWE
(OTC: RWEOY, GR:
RWE)

Hold 45.88 1.43 12.52 9.86 0.95 84.6 A 5/5/2023 5/19/2023 5.7 41.8 Intl Electricity

Next earnings May 11. Affirms solid 2023 adjusted net income guidance range of EUR2.2 to EUR2.7 bil, EBITDA of EUR5.8 to EUR6.4 bil in pre-release announcement of Q1 numbers.
Management says Q1 numbers for EBITDA and adjusted net income to be at "upper end" of its previous guidance range, could bring full year guidance boost later this year. Overall installed
capacity increased 17% last 12 months as company brought more offshore wind, onshore wind and solar projects into service. Onshore wind and solar generation up 21% from a year ago.
Offshore wind generation up 15%. Wins tender offer for large scale Australian battery project, goal is 3 gigawatts of global storage capacity by 2030. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Sempra Energy
(NYSE: SRE)

Buy<155 155.59 3.06 1.14 -0.17 1.19 51.7 A 3/21/2023 4/15/2023 5.4 50.2 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Maintains 2023 mid-point for earnings guidance of $8.90 per share, sets $9.10 to $9.80 per share guidance range for 2024, 6-8% profit growth rate through 2026. Boosts Texas utility CAPEX
by $4 bil and overall CAPEX to $40 bil through 2027. Q1 earnings per share up 0.4% excluding items. Overall operating and maintenance costs up 11.3%, interest expense up 9.5%. Natural
gas customer growth is 0.5%, California electric up 0.6%, Texas electric up 1.7%. Wind and solar generation at Sempra Infrastructure (70% owned by company) up 10.9%. Management says
first Port Arthur LNG exports to begin in 2027. Texas utility has solid 9.7% return on equity after latest case. Targets closing of KKR investment in LNG expansion this summer. Quality Grade A
(No change).

Severn Trent
(OTC: STRNY, LN:
SVT)

SELL 37.28 2.51 3.64 7.81 0.52 115.3 C 12/2/2022 1/23/2023 0.6 84.2 Regulated Water

Next full semi-annual earnings May 24, expect low single digit percentage increase in semi-annual dividend declared at that time. Company benefitting from inflation adjustment into rates in
UK, ability to meet water safety and quality regulations is critical to avoiding regulatory penalties. Reduced investment authorized by latest UK rate cases will likely negatively impact dividend
growth but management is conservative. Quality Grade C (No change).

Shell Plc
(London: SHEL,
NYSE: SHEL)

Buy<50 61 3.77 15.14 -0.31 0.58 30 B 5/18/2023 6/26/2023 N/A 30.3 Super Major
Oil/Gas

Holds dividend at 57.5 cents per share for second consecutive quarter. Target is for cash payout of not more than 30% of cash flow from operations with free cash flow surpluses beyond that to
fund stock buybacks. Says $4 bil of buybacks to be completed by mid-summer Q2 earnings announcement. CAPEX still expected at $22-$27 bil for 2023. Free cash flow in Q1 is $9.9 bil, just
slightly less than $10.5 bil in year ago quarter despite lower realized selling prices for oil and gas. Now has 2.3 gigawatts of renewable energy in operation with 4 GW "under construction or
committed for sale." Q1 EBITDA is higher than Q4 at $21.4 bil. Overall Q1 profit up 5.7% from a year ago on from record LNG volumes (up 6%) offsetting pricing. Management emphasizes
capital discipline in Q1 earnings call. Quality Grade B (No Change).

Shenandoah
Telecommunications
(NSDQ: SHEN)

Hold 19.43 0.41 -3.46 3.85 0.08 35 B 11/4/2022 12/1/2022 -34.9 16.7 Communications
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Swings to profit in Q1 from loss a year ago. Adds 87.3% more fiber broadband users under Glo Fiber brand than a year ago. Q1 revenue advances 11.3%, Glo Fiber up 104.7% and broadband
revenue up 12.5% overall. EBTIDA up 28.6% wtih broadband up 25%. Management says company is starting to see "margin expansion in our Broadband business." Cost of services up just
1% year-over-year, though selling/general/administrative expense reflects expansion expense and is up 15.4%. Wireless tower revenue up 5.6%, though EBITDA is lower by -9.4%. Glo Fiber
house passings increases by 76.3% last 12 months. Total residential and small business RGUs (revenue generating units) expand by 8.8%. Growth is more than offsetting negative impact of
Sprin/T-Mobile network contraction. Negative free cash flow shrinks, no debt maturities until 2026 as company nears cash flow positive with network reaching scale. Quality Grade B (no
change).

Singapore
Telecommunications
(OTC: SGAPY, SP:
ST)

Buy<20 19.42 3.29 1.26 2.43 0.34 78.8 C 11/18/2022 12/16/2022 -12.3 29.7 Intl
Communications

Next semi-annual earnings expected May 26. Expect mid-to-upper single digit percentage increase in semi-annual payout to be declared then. Policy is to pay 60-80% of underlying net profit
as dividends. Most current FY2023 guidance (end March 31, 2023) is unchanged from last year. Company will combine Singapore consumer and enterprise businesses, form infrastructure arm
to improve efficiency, infrastructure arm may be fully or partially spun out. Merges Indonesian units and plans to spin them off this summer. Australian unit Optus is key source of uncertainty.
Quality Grade C (No change).

SJW Corp
(NYSE: SJW)

Hold 77.66 1.96 34.39 1.07 0.38 62.6 A 5/5/2023 6/1/2023 6.1 59.8 Regulated Water

Management reaffirms long-term guidance 5-7% annual earnings growth rate, says two-thirds of planned infrastructure investments are recovered in riders to minimize regulatory lag
nationwide. Also reaffirms 2023 guidance range of $2.40 to $2.50 per share with regulated utility CAPEX of $255 mil this year. Q1 earnings per share are up 48% from year ago quarter. Key
driver of results is approval of rate settlement in California by regulators, with revenue increase retroactive to beginning of 2022. Q1 operating expenses up 4% from previous quarter, though
water production expenses are held steady (up 1.5%). Interest expense is up 14.9%. Cost of capital proceeding in California is still pending with regulators pushing decision date out to Q3.
Connecticut OKs rate increase for Water Infrastructure and Conservation Adjustment. Quality Grade A (no change).

SK Telecom
(NYSE: SKM, KS:
017670)

Buy<26 21.03 5.66 -13.81 1.99 0.35 57.6 B 3/30/2023 5/17/2023 0.6 48.6 Intl
Communications

Holds to 2023 guidance for 2.9% revenue growth at mid-point of range for 2023 with growth in both wireless and fiber broadband expected, dividend policy is to pay out 30-40% of EBITDA less
CAPEX. Q1 net profit is up 38.3% on returns from investments primarily. Revenue up 2.2% and operating income is higher by 14.4%. Data centers and cloud investment are primary drivers for
growth. Company is also scaling up AI capabilities, including investment in startups. Now has 14.15 mil 5G users or roughly 60% of all wireless users. Quality Grade B (No Change).

Southern Company
(NYSE: SO)

Buy<70 75.66 3.7 7.4 14.28 0.7 75.6 A 5/12/2023 6/6/2023 3.1 63.1 Regulated
Elec/Gas
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Raises quarterly dividend by same 2 cents per share per quarter rate as since 2017 (up 3%). Affirms 2023 adjusted earnings guidance range of $3.55 to $3.65 per share), Mid-point guidance
of 2024 is $3.95 per share. Still targeting long-term earnings and dividend growth rate of 5-7% per year based on $41-$45 bil in utility CAPEX plans. Q1 earnings per share are lower by -18.6%
excluding items. Milder winter weather, higher interest expense (up 26%), -1.6% demand from industrial customers (up 0.8% excluding negative impact of single customer) offsets rate base
growth at utilities, customer growth of 1.2% for electric utilities and 0.4% for regulated natural gas distribution. Unregulated Southern Power unit net income is higher by 41.7% on growth of
new renewable energy projects. Startup dates for Vogtle nuclear plant reactors (3-4) unchanged, May/June for Vogtle 3 (100% power in May) and Q4/Q1 2024 for Unit 4. Unit 4 hot functional
testing is 80% complete says management as lessons learned on Unit 3 speed process, fuel load at Unit 4 is now expected in July with "prudency filing" with Georgia regulators around that
time. Startup of both units is expected to boost annual cash flow $700 mil, providing substantial opportunity for cutting debt. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Southwest Gas Corp
(NYSE: SWX)

Hold 57.22 4.33 -34.1 -12.7 0.62 82.7 B 5/12/2023 6/1/2023 4.4 65.4 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Q1 earnings excluding non-recurring items related to sale of MountainWest pipeline system are lower by -2.9% from year ago quarter on per share basis, 12.4% boost in outstanding shares is
main reason for shortfall, more than offsetting favorable impact of higher gas rates in Arizona and Nevada, custoemr growth, halving of seasonal net loss at Centuri construction arm. Operating
and maintenance expense is up 8.5%, interest expense is 45.1%. Affirms guidance for 5-year compound growth rate in utility rate base of 5-7% annually ($2 bil CAPEX through 2025) fueled by
1.5-2% annual customer growth, $205-$215 mil 2023 earnings guidance ($3.07 to $3.22 per share). Guidance for to-be-spun off construction unit (Centuri) EBITDA growth rate 9-11%. EBITDA
margin of 9.5-11% and revenue of $2.8 to $3 bil. Centuri spinoff appears to clear regulatory hurdles at Internal Revenue Service and Arizona Corporation Commission. Dividend cut at spinoff is
still possible though reiterated utility unit guidance would support current rate. Quality Grade B (No Change).

Spark New Zealand
(NZ: SPK, OTC:
SPKKY)

Buy<17 16.7 4.05 16.92 3.1 0.42 113.9 B 3/15/2023 4/17/2023 4.2 55.9 Intl
Communications

Next semi-annual earnings August 18, dividend increased for April and is likely to be at same 13.5 New Zealand cents per share level for October payment. Dividend policy is to pay 80-100%
of recurring long-term free cash flow, "Returning" NZD350 mil proceeds from wireless tower sale to shareholders as stock buyback. Latest guidance from management is that EBITDA will be at
"low end" of NZD1.19 to NZD1.23 bil guidance range for fiscal year ending June 30. Management 3-year strategy is for NZD125 to NZD175 mil cost reductions by FY2026, expects 2-4%
annual revenue growth. Quality Grade B (No Change).

Spire Corp
(NYSE: SR)

Buy<70 69.32 4.15 -3.1 -3.72 0.72 67.8 B 6/9/2023 7/5/2023 5 60.2 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Narrows FY2023 earnings guidance range but mid-point is still $4.25 per share, reaffirms 5-7% targeted annual growth in net economic earnings per share, $7 bil 10-year CAPEX plan. FYQ2
(end Mar 31) net economic earnings per share are up 8.2%, gas utility (Alabama, Missouri) net up 8.7%, gas marketing is higher by 51.4% and midstream up 40% from year ago period. Higher
rates at utility and weather adjustment mechanisms in Missouri offset impact of 21% warmer weather on bottom line, operating and maintenance costs up 11.6% on unpaid bills and deferred
overhead costs, gas marketing and pipeline/midstream net higher due to opportunities to optimize storage assets. Q1 interest expense is higher by 71.6%, company is focused on paying off
short-term and variable rate debt, says run-rate on interest expense will decline "as we collect gas costs." Missouri regulators OK amicable $7.7 mil rate increase. Moody's affirms ratings of
Missouri unit with stable outlook, says Alabama outlook is negative due to weaker credit metrics, company expects planned actions wil hold rating. Quality Grade B (no change).

SSE Plc
(London: SSE, OTC:
SSEZY)

SELL 23.69 2.74 11.18 14 0.34 33.8 D 1/12/2023 3/16/2023 -4.5 49.7 UK Energy
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Next full semi-annual earnings May 24. Still plans to "rebase" (cut) dividend following sale of electricity distribution system. New rate still planned at 60 pence for FY2024, roughly one-third less
than the current rate. Five-year guidance for compound earnings per share growth is 7-10%, FY2023 (end March 31) guidance has earnings mid-point of GBP1.60 per share. New CFO offers
mostly continuity. Installs world's deepest offshore wind turbine facility (Seagreen) off the Scottish coast. Quality Grade C (no change).

Suburban Propane
Partners LP
(NYSE: SPH)

Buy<16 15.22 8.54 -3.2 -1.38 0.33 44.2 C 5/1/2023 5/9/2023 -18.5 70.9 Propane
Distribution

No change in dividend since August 2021. Management says acquisition of renewable natural gas assets announced in December will be "accretive" to EBITDA and distributable cash flow in
FY2024. FYQ2 (end March 25) EBITDA is lower by -13.6% from year ago quarter. Mild temperatures in eastern half of US are main reason as retail propane gallons sold drops by -9.4% with
temperatures 12% warmer than normal for quarter including 16% in January. Average propane prices drop -37.4% from year ago period though up 2.2% from FYQ1 (end Dec 31), purchasing
management boosts company margins 2.3% per gallon. Overall operating and maintenance expense is up 7.1% in part on acquisition related costs but also higher vehicle fuel costs, interest
expense is up 30.3%. Debt to EBITDA rises to 4.43 times from target level of 3.5 times but still well below debt covenant requirement of 5.75 times. 12-month rolling distribution coverage is still
healthy at 2.26 times. Renewable natural gas investment may offset New York restrictions on propane under new law. Quality Grade C (No Change).

SunPower Corp
(NSDQ: SPWR)

Hold 11.26 N/A -29.14 -26.55 N/A 0 D N/A N/A N/A 48.8 Energy
Technology

Management maintains 2023 guidance for EBITDA of $125 to $155 mil, based on projected 90,000-110,000 customer additions and margin of $2,450 to $2,900 per customer. Adds 21,000
customers in Q1, 19.7% growth year-over-year. Q1 revenue up 32% excluding items, EBITDA is $600K (down from $11.2 mil in year ago quarter) and company has earnings loss. Has backlog
of 23,000 "retrofit" customers to boost earnings rest of year. Q1 interest expense is up 12.6% from a year ago, down -10.5% from end of 2022. Operating expenses are higher by 18.1% from
year ago quarter. Management says it has "secured panel supply to fully address its anticipated 2023 demand." Private capital firm KKR commits to purchasing $550 mil solar energy loans
made to company's customers, now has $1 bil available for loans. Company is 50.5% owned by partnership between TotalEnergies and Global Infrastructure Partners, now part of same family
as Clearway Energy, key financial backstop. Quality Grade D (No Change).

Sunrun Inc
(NSDQ: RUN)

Hold 17.32 N/A -15.35 -24.56 N/A 0 D N/A N/A N/A 51.9 Renewable
Energy

Management sticks to 2023 guidance for 10-15% growth in installed solar energy capacity. Management says recurring revenue is " $1.1 bil with average contract remaining life of 17.6 years,
networked solar capacity reaches 5.9 gigawatts. Installation of 240 megawatts in Q1 "exceeds high end of guidance" says management. Customers up 20% from a year ago. Q1 revenue is up
19% with customer agreements and incentives sales up 18% and solar energy systems revenue up 20%. Cost of revenue is up 23% and operating expenses up 21% with company posting net
loss of $1.12 per share versus -42 cents per share in year ago quarter. Q1 interest expense is higher by 54.7%. Growth impressive but company still appears to failing to boost profitability
through increasing scale. California accounts for bulk of growth but rate may slow when new net metering rules kick in. Easing supply chain conditions don't prevent costs from rising. Drop in
net subscriber value is also potentially troubling as reflects "higher discount rate" on future cash flows that could worsen with inflation. Quality Grade D (No Change).

Superior Plus Corp
(TSX: SPB, OTC:
SUUIF)

Hold 7.4 7.22 -9.57 -2.86 0.18 59.1 B 6/29/2023 7/17/2023 0.3 59.5 Propane
Distribution
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Now pays quarterly rather than monthly dividend but annualized rate is same. Narrows pro-forma (of M&A) EBITDA guidance to range of CAD620 to CAD660 mil, was CAD585 to CAD735 mil
for FY2023 (end Dec 31). Target for FY2024 is CAD700 to CAD750 mil per year in 2024. Q1 EBITDA is higher by 9%, key driver is recently merged Certarus Ltd business (hydrogen
distribution in North America) with 126% EBITDA boost more than offsetting impact of mild weather on demand for fuel distribution. Net debt to EBITDA is 3.9 times, within target range of 3.5 to
4 times. Company also continues to be successful adding smaller propane distributors in North America. Q1 adjusted operating cash flow per share is lower by -6.4%. Debt interest expense is
up 55% on asset expansion. Dividend appears well covered. Quality Grade C (No change).

T-Mobile US
(NSDQ: TMUS)

SELL 142.03 N/A 15.47 -1.16 8.08 0 B 5/1/2013 N/A N/A 61.6 Communications

Raises EBITDA growth guidance for 2023 to mid-point of $29 bil, with CAPEX mid-point of $9.55 bil, free cash flow guidance $13.4 bil (was $13.35 bil). Q1 revenue is lower by -2.4%, earnings
per share up 177.2%. Boosts guidance for net customer additions for contract wireless customers to mid-point of 5.5 mil for range, up from previous 5.25 mil. Wireless churn rate is 0.87
percent, service revenue up 3%, EBITDA is higher by 9%, adjusted free cash flow up 46% to $2.4 bil. Q1 interest expense is lower by -3.4%. Sale of wireline assets to Cogent Communications
is "progressing very smoothly" says management, will cut revenue $125 mil but also expenses by $175 mil. Deutsche Telekom now owns 50.43% of company as boosts ownership when
TMUS buys back stock. Quality Grade B (no change).

TC Energy Corp
(NYSE: TRP, TSX:
TRP)

Buy<55 41.67 6.67 -17.29 2.16 0.93 53.3 A 6/29/2023 7/31/2023 5.8 63.3 Energy Transport

Q1 comparable earnings per share advance by 8% from a year ago, comparable EBITDA up 16.2%, interest expense is higher by 30.5%, CAPEX up 74.6%. Key drivers are "strong utilization
and demand for our assets and services" says management. Bruce Power nuclear plant runs at 95% of capacity, Alberta cogeneration fleet at 100%, natural gas pipeline deliveries to LNG
export facilities at "record." Brings CAD1.4 bil new assets into service in Q1, on track with full year plan of CAD6 bil. Update on Coastal GasLink pipeline is it's 87% completed with 100%
targeted by "late this year," management says project is "in line with its revised cost and schedule." Grading is 99% complete, welding 95% for project with 85% plus water crossings now
completed, with work on "most critical" segment now "ahead of schedule." Management says CAD5 bil in targeted non-core asset sales is on track for end of year. EBITDA growth guidance is
affirmed at 5-7% through 2026 despite "material" increase in Coastal Gas Link pipeline development costs, affirms CAD34 bil "secured capital projects" (mostly take or pay not dependent on
volumes) to fund, 3-5% annual dividend increases next several years. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Telecom Italia
(NYSE: TIIAY, IM:
TIT)

Hold 2.95 N/A 9.67 -6.94 0.12 0 F 6/21/2021 6/30/2021 N/A 62.9 Intl
Communications

No dividend this year. Management affirms guidance for 2023 of "low single digit" percentage revenue growth for service revenue, EUR4 bil CAPEX and "mid-single digit" percentage EBITDA
growth through 2025. Q1 EBITDA excluding M&A is up 3.6%, revenue up 4.3% on same basis. Company review deems bids for landline network "inadequate," including from government
(EUR19.3 bil) and private capital firm KKR (EUR21 bil including debt and performance-based "earn out). Largest shareholder Vivendi SE says asset is worth EUR30 bil but may settle for
something in between. Fiber broadband and 5G wireless are primary drivers of growth. Quality Grade F (no change).

Telefonica
(NYSE: TEF, SM:
TEF)

Hold 4.4 5.39 -1.54 15.49 0.16 19.1 D 6/13/2023 7/5/2023 -13.9 58.9 Intl
Communications

Next earnings May 11. Earnings likely to reflect softer conditions in Latin America and Europe. Spanish operations should build on improvement of recent quarters though management's most
imporant challenge as always is reducing debt ($43.8 bil total with $11.3 bil at variable interest rates). Quality Grade D (No change).
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Telefonica Brasil
(NYSE: VIV, BZ:
VIVT4)

Buy<8 8.32 1.81 -10.94 13.83 0.1 86.2 C 4/14/2023 N/A -15.5 22 Intl
Communications

Q1 operating revenue is up 12% from a year ago quarter, net income up 11%, EBITDA is higher by 9.6% though drops as a percentage of revenue to 38.9% from 39.7%. Wireless business
revenue up 16% on 12% boost in customers, revenue per user is flat year-over-year. Company is best in class Brazilian network and most valuable piece of Telefonica SA assets (74.74%
owner). Stated policy is to pay out 100% of net income as dividends. Company on track to spend BRL9 bil CAPEX in 2023 after BRL1.69 bil in Q1. Expects acquisition of a piece of Oi SA
wireless assets to generate BRL5.4 bil synergies in 2023. Quality Grade C (No Change).

Telephone & Data
Systems
(NYSE: TDS)

SELL 7.17 10.32 -57.06 -36.6 0.19 47.4 C 3/14/2023 3/31/2023 2.9 42.1 Communications

Management sticks with guidance for 2023 revenue, operating income and EBITDA at both wireline and wireless operations, as well as planned CAPEX. Q1 operating revenue slides -0.9%,
operating expenses are higher by 4% organization wide. Q1 debt interest expense is up 60.6%. Free cash flow swings negative to -$293 mil, was $108 mil a year ago. Total connections drop
by -2.5% at wireline unit over past 12 months, residential revenue per connection is up 4%. Commercial connections drop by -11.6%. Total broadband up 4.1%, more than offset by -9.4% drop
in video and -4.1% voice. Wireless contract customers are also lower by -2.6%, average revenue per user up 1.9%. Postpaid churn rate 1.27%, down slightly from 1.3% a year ago, prepaid
churn 4.63% down from 4.84%. Company is sticking to strategy of building out fiber and 5G coverage in areas it serves and absorbing the high cost of capital. Eliminating dividend to save cash
appears increasingly likely. Company is also facing a wave of shareholder suits. Quality Grade C (no change).

Telstra Corp
(OTC: TLSYY, ASX:
TLS)

Hold N/A 4.22 N/A N/A 0.28 112.9 C 8/24/2022 9/29/2022 -17.8 N/A Intl
Communications

Next semi-annual earnings August 17. No change in FY2023 (end June 30) free cash flow guidance range of AUD2.6 bil to AUD3.1 bil, AUD7.8 bil to AUD8 bil underlying EBITDA, AUD3.5 to
AUD3.7 bil CAPEX, total income of AUD23 to AUD25 bil. Raises prepaid wireless prices by 20% and says more increases to come. Gets better than expected interest rate of EUR500 mil.
Quality Grade C (no change).

Telus Corp
(NYSE: TU, TSX: T)

Buy<25 20.63 5.27 -10.1 2.31 0.36 101.5 A 6/8/2023 7/4/2023 6.6 58.7 Intl
Communications

Raises dividend by 3.6% in second semi-annual boost this year, payout is 7.4% higher than a year ago. Management reaffirms 7-10% annual earnings growth through 2025, 11-14% revenue
growth in 2023, with EBITDA increase of 9.5-11%, CAD2 bil in free cash flow. Q1 operating revenue up 16%, EBITDA increased 11%, free cash flow 29%. Wireless average revenue per user
up 3.8%, churn is down to just 0.70% (best in Canada) as company adds both 5G and fiber broadband users. Related services continue to grow rapidly including Telus Health (membership up
60%, revenue up 202% from year ago quarter). Total operating expenses are higher by 22.8%, interest costs up 58.9%. Fixed data service revenue up 6.7%, voice -4%. Quality Grade A (No
Change).

Tesla
(NSDQ: TSLA)

Hold 168.54 N/A -36.8 -14.4 N/A 0 C N/A N/A N/A 11.1 Energy
Technology
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Q1 revenue is higher by 24.4% with automotive sales (80.9% of sales) higher by 21.7%. Q1 gross profit is lower by -17.4%, R&D expense cut by -10.9%, total operation expenses lower by -
0.5%. Automotive gross margin is 21.1%, was 32.9% a year ago as economics of scale unravel a bit. Energy generation and storage (6.6% total revenue) cost of revenue is 89% in Q1, was
111.7% a year ago as appears to gain some scale advantage though is still a money loser. Boosts CAPEX guidance for 2023 to $7 to $9 bil (was $6 to $8 bil), in line with previous guidance for
2024-25, CEO Elon Musk says company is emphasizing production/sales over maximizing profit margins. Elevation of CAPEX is also due to higher inflation. Biggest risk to investors is
company trades at a tech stock valuation (42.8 times expected next 12 months earnings) despite having economics of a manufacturer in an intensely competitive business, is market leader but
premium weighs on share price. Quality Grade C (no change).

Tokyo Electric
Power
(Tokyo: 9501, OTC:
TKECF)

Buy<4 3.45 N/A -10.39 N/A N/A 0 C 3/27/2013 N/A N/A 64.8 Int'l Electricity

Full year (end March 31) group revenue is lower by -1.7%, earnings per share swing to loss. Results in line with management forecast for for losses to continue this year on decline inin retail
and power transmission, as well as distribution segments. FYQ4 net swings to gain from year ago loss on 27% higher revenue. Wholesale electricity sales are lower but results better than
expected with electricity procurement costs "leveling off" and coming in less than expected. Quality Grade C (No Change).

TotalEnergies
(NYSE: TTE, FP:
TTE)

Buy<60 60.93 4.05 27.67 -3.14 0.75 37.2 A 3/20/2023 4/14/2023 10.3 33.2 Super Major
Oil/Gas

First interim dividend declared for fiscal year 2023, up 7% from the previous year and ahead of guidance 5% annual growth. Sells Canada unit for CAD5.5 bil, including stake in oil sands
projects as continues to streamline assets for growth and focus on "no and low" CO2 energy. Holds to guidance for 2023 net investments of $16 to $18 bil, increase in hydrocarbons production
of 2% and boost in power generation to "more than" 40 terrawatt hours. Payout ratio targeted at 35-40% of cash flow. Q1 total hydrocarbon production is -11% lower than a year but up 1%
excluding investment in Russia's Novatek. Refinery utilization hit by strikes but expected at "more than 80" going forward. Adjusted net income is up 12% from a year ago, cash flow from
operations -33%. Exploration and production is lower by -47% on reduced output and realized selling prices (-18% oil, -28% natural gas, -2% LNG). Integrated LNG is down -34% from a year
ago in Q1, Integrated Power swings to profit, Refining and Chemicals up 44%, Marketing and Services up 3% as diversified model proves its value. Quality Grade A (No change).

TransAlta Corp
(NYSE: TAC, TSX:
TA)

Hold 9.92 1.66 -7.44 9.08 0.06 18.6 B 5/31/2023 7/1/2023 9.4 64.7 Int'l Electricity

Management raises 2023 EBITDA guidance range mid-point to CAD1.5 bil from previous CAD1.26 bil, a 19% increase. Also boosts free cash flow range mid-point to CAD700 mil from previous
CAD610 mil, a 15% lift. Key reason is Energy Marketing gross margin boost of 40% to mid-point of range, though will depend going forward on spot price for power in Alberta. Q1 EBITDA up
94%, free cash flow per share rises 145% (CAD.98 per share). Asset additions are a major driver as well for growth, has 374 megawatts of projects in advanced stages of development. Has
share repurchase plan in place for up to 5.2% of outstanding stock. Facilities run at 92% of availability, up from 89.1% in year ago quarter, output is up 11.4%. Natural gas fired plants see big
boost on combination of higher realized selling priced for output, more than offset weakness in wind and solar due to weaker wind resource, Hydro output is strong. Interest expense is cut by -
16.7%. Diversified resource is a big plus for company. Quality Grade to B from C on improved financial metrics, progress adding new assets with contracted cash flows.

TransAlta
Renewables
(TSX: RNW, OTC:
TRSWF)

Hold 9.01 7.72 -26.55 2.8 0.08 103.3 D 5/12/2023 5/31/2023 0.1 30.4 Renewable
Energy
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No change in monthly dividend since September 2017. Support of parent and 60.11% owner TransAlta (see comments above) remain critical to maintaining current dividend level. Maintains
guidance for 2023 EBITDA of CAD495 to CAD535 mil, cash available for distribution of CAD0.86 to CAD1.01 per share. Management says rehabilitation of Kent Hills wind power facility is on
track for full return to service in second half of year. Current cost is "approximately" CAD120 mil says management, inclusive of insurance proceeds. Company has made a claim in court
agaisnt certain parties for failure of facility. Lower than normal wind conditions in Canada negatively impact results. Q1 EBITDA is lower by -7.9%, free cash flow drops -13.9% and cash
available for distribution declines by -21.1% (-20.6% per share). Quality Grade D (no change).

Transmissione
Elettricita Rete
Nazionale
(OTC: TEZNY, IM:
TRN)

Buy<24 26.12 1.66 12.4 10.72 0.33 72.9 A 11/21/2022 12/8/2022 5.4 63.7 Int'l Electricity

Maintains guidance under Italian "industrial plan" to spend EUR10 bil through 2025 on country's power grid. Mid-point of 2023 earnings per share is set at 43 Euro cents. Italian government
owns 29.85% of company as is primary financial backstop. Q1 revenue up 11% and net profit is up 4.4%, EBIT Up 6.7%. CEO says performance is strong despite "highly demanding
backdrop," with CAPEX in Italian power grid (up 7%) the primary driver of growth, full year target is still EUR2.2 bil. Change in management will not affect company's strategic direction. Quality
Grade A (No Change).

TransUrban Group
(ASX: TCL, OTC:
TRAUF)

Buy<9 10.07 3.57 7.68 2.71 0.27 81.8 C 12/29/2022 2/13/2023 -5.4 53.9 Global Toll Roads

Next semi-annual earnings expected August 16. Management raises FY2023 (end June 30) dividend guidance to 58 Australian cents per share from previous 57 cents in late April update.
Payout is in line with free cash flow, variable depending on how fast traffic rebounds but moving in right direction. Management cites "traffic momentum" and lower than expected financing
costs as reasons for the boost, guidance was 53 cents in August 2022. Company says its toll roads should benefit form "a rebound in migration to Australia." FYQ3 (end March 31) average
daily traffic up 12.9%. Quality Grade C (no change).

UGI Corp
(NYSE: UGI)

Hold 29.65 5.06 -17.08 -23.92 0.38 53.1 B 6/14/2023 7/1/2023 4.1 54.8 Energy
Distribution

Raises dividend a better than expected 1.5 cents per share, up 4.2% for year and in line with target 4% annual dividend growth rate. Cuts FY2023 earnings guidance range to $2.75 to $2.90
per share, was $2.85 to $3.15 per share, with 6-10% long-term annual earnings growth target. Management cites -12% drop in FYQ2 (end March 31) earnings excluding one-time items,
EBITDA lower by -8.7%. Weather normalization stabilizes results at natural gas distribution utility in Pennsylvania, fee-based contracts stabilize midstream and marketing business, global LPG
hit by volume shortfall at Amerigas unit, energy conservation in Europe, driver costs and milder weather in areas served, partly offset by cost savings from Europe exit strategy, higher LPG
margins in Europe. Interest expense is up 13.4%. Customer acquisitions in fuel distribution in US are robust. Has committed $500 mil to renewable energy growth so far, primarily gas
harvested from farms (renewable natural gas), has ultimate plan of $1 to $1.25 bil. Quality Grade B (no change)

Union Pacific Corp
(NYSE: UNP)

Buy<220 199.06 2.61 -8.42 -2.54 1.3 45.2 B 2/27/2023 3/31/2023 11.1 74.2 US Railroad
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Q1 net income per share is up 3.9% from a year ago, operating revenue higher by 3% as higher fuel surcharge and pricing offsets -1% decline in total carloads at railroad. Operating ratio of
62.1% of revenue deteriorates by 270 basis points despite positive 190 basis point impact of lower fuel costs, weather has impact on operations in California. Operating income -3% though
offset at bottom line by 2.9 mil share repurchase in Q1. Quarterly workforce "productivity" down -6% to 991 car miles per employee, reportable derailment rate better by 10%. Metals and
Minerals, Energy and Automotive are cargoes seeing volumes increases, offset by reduced forest products, food, intermodal (-3%). Average revenue per car increased by 5%. Management
maintains long-term guidance for 45% payout ratio, excess cash to fund stock buybacks with CAPEX "less than 15% of revenue." Still expects operating ratio improvement this year. Quality
Grade B (No change).

United Utilities
(OTC: UUGRY, LSE:
UU)

SELL 27.36 2.55 6.38 7.27 0.37 80.1 C 12/22/2022 2/8/2023 1.1 73 Regulated Water

Next full semi-annual results May 25, semi-annual dividend for payment in August should be increased at a low-to-mid-single digit percentage rate at that time. UK water utilities are likely to
remain under investment constraints but rates enjoy inflation escalator protection. Current revenue outlook for FY2023 is 1% less than previous as management blames "timing effects" and
lower consumption. Update in late March so major further surprises unlikely but FY2024 guidance is likely to reflect the worsened macro conditions. Quality Grade B (no change).

Uniti Group
(NSDQ: UNIT)

SELL 3.77 15.92 -60.16 -34.61 0.15 38.5 F 6/15/2023 6/30/2023 8.5 175.7 Communications

No change in 15 cents per share quarterly dividend paid since April 2020. Management maintains 2023 guidance range of $1.154 to $1.174 bil for revenue, EBITDA of $915 to $935 mil, raises
FFO range to $280 to $300 mil from previous $267 to $287 mil. Company will not be free cash flow positive before dividends until 2026, will be pressured to use it to cut debt after that as
Windstream contract expiration approaches. Q1 revenue up 4.2% and EBITDA up 2.9% from year ago quarter. Company has pushed out 97% of outstanding debt to 2027 or later. Uniti
Leasing is still 89% of total EBITDA with almost all from Windstream, a privately held company that's under no obligation to release financial data but is losing revenue. Q1 interest expense is
up 54.8% over last 12 months, rising to 51.4% of total revenue from 34.6% in year ago quarter. Q1 adjusted FFO per share drops by -10.4%, net debt to EBITDA is 5.87 times.Quality Grade F
(no change).

Unitil Corp
(NYSE: UTL)

Buy<55 57.78 2.8 12.91 12.59 0.41 62.3 A 5/15/2023 5/30/2023 2 56.9 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management affirms expectation for earnings growth at "upper end" of target range of 5-7% a year in 2023, based on guidance for 6.5-8.5% annual rate base growth. Q1 earnings per share is
higher by 11.9% from a year ago. Electricity volumes lower by -4.7% with commercial/industrial sales -3.7% and natural gas -7.6% (C&I -6.8%) on milder weather, impact on earnings offset by
weather adjustment rate mechanisms, customer growth, utility system CAPEX. Operating and maintenance costs are lower by -2.2% despite severe winter weather and management expects
to "remain relatively flat" for rest of year, interest expense is up 14.5%. New Hampshire OK's solar project. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Veolia Environnment
(OTC: VEOEY, FP:
VIE)

Buy<38 15.37 3.04 23.26 7.54 0.61 96.6 B 5/5/2023 5/26/2023 5.6 65.8 Utility Technology

Sticks to 2023 EBITDA guidance range growth range of 5-7% excluding M&A, targets EUR1.3 bil net income. Q1 revenue excluding exchange rate volatility is up 19.9% excluding impact of
M&A, EBITDA up 8.1%, recurring EBIT up 14%. Energy prices are a major driver of results up 13.6% with boost in heat and electricity in central and eastern Europe. Prices of recycled
materials stabilize. Water and waste also benefit from higher pricing of 4.9% and 4.1% respectively. Water France revenue up on inflation indexing. Suez merger synergies appear to be
running ahead of targets. Water technologies revenue up 96%. Quality Grade B (No Change).
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Verizon
Communications
(NYSE: VZ)

Buy<65 37.63 6.94 -16.84169 -4.394082 0.6525 55.5 A 4/6/2023 5/1/2023 2.0025324821472 65.600794660595 Communications

Q1 earnings per share are lower by -11.1% from a year ago excluding special items, operating revenue is lower by -1.9% (lower equipment sales and -2.8% decline in business revenue) and
adjusted EBITDA down -1.1%. Broadband additions highest "in more than a decade" as Fios accelerates (net adds up 12% year over year). Fixed wireless also gaining scale. Total wireless
service revenue up 3% (after negative impact of 3G network shutdown). Churn rate still low at 84 basis points though up from a year ago. Q1 free cash flow of $2.3 bil is up from $1.3 bil a year
ago), CAPEX of $6 bil included "most of remaining" C-band spectrum spending. Management reaffirms 2023 wireless revenue growth guidance of 2.5-4.5%, EBITDA range of $47 to $48.5 bil,
adjusted earnings per share of $4.55 to $4.85 and CAPEX of $18.25 to $19.25 bil including final C-Band related spending, says "on track" to hit $2 to $3 bil annual savings target by 2025,
affirms intent to raise dividend again this year and says cash flow to build throughout the year despite economic headwinds. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Vestas Wind
Systems
(OTC: VWSYF, DC:
VWS)

Buy<30 29.7 N/A 36.42628 -3.028323 N/A NEG C 4/5/2023 N/A N/A 44.231820667031 Utility Technology

No dividend in calendar 2023. Management affirms 2023 revenue outlook of EUR14 to EUR15.5 bil, roughly same range as in 2022. Still expects -2% to -3% EBIT margin for full year, was -8%
in 2022. Swings to profit in Q1 on higher pricing and increased volumes, sale of converter unit, lower warranty provisions, expansion of service unit. Revenue up 14%, wind turbine order intake
is 3.3 gigawatts (EUR2.9 bil), backlog is now EUR50.7 bil up EUR1.8 bil from a year ago. EBIT margin is 1.4% of sales as swings positive. Management says orders pick up steam in the
Americas and South Africa, with 1.3 GW order in Brazil its largest ever for an onshore project. Service order backlog up to EUR31 bil with inflation indexing protecting profits. Company appears
to be turning corner on profitability while retaining dominance, should be on track to resume dividends in 2024. Quality Grade C (no change).

Vistra Energy Corp
(NYSE: VST)

Buy<28 25.22 3.24 6.441508 10.32447 0.204 58.1 C 6/20/2023 6/30/2023 13.794064521789 72.044110959527 Unregulated
Electricity

Raises dividend by 3.3%, sixth consecutive sequential quarterly increase, payout is now 15.3% higher than a year ago. Also executing on share repurchase plan with 23% of shares retired in
last 24 months. Buying privately held Energy Harbor Corp for $3 bil in cash and a 15% stake in Vistra Vision unit to own nuclear and retail energy segments of company. Primary assets of
Energy Harbor are 4 nuclear power plants spunoff from FirstEnergy. Deal is now expected to close in Q4. Double-digit dividend increases are part of management's long-term plan along with
aggressive share buybacks. Management reaffirms 2023 EBITDA guidance at mid-point of $3.7 bil, $1.75 to $2.35 bil for free cash flow. Q1 EBITDA is up 2.4%, Retail has seasonal loss,
Texas up 376%, West and Sunset roughly double and triple EBITDA respectively, East is now wound down. Company has now hedged on price 86% of expected power generation volumes
through 2025, with 2023 at 99% and 2024 at 96%, provides certainty of cash flow provided facilities run well (commercial availability 97% in Q1). Q1 operating costs are up 1.2%. Company
pays off $500 mil in short term debt in Q1, seasonally its weakest cash flow quarter. Quality Grade C (No Change).

Vodafone
(NYSE: VOD, LN:
VOD)

Hold 11.67 8.08 -15.65264 4.757627 0.4890375 23.1 C 11/23/2022 2/3/2023 -0.94984692335129 55.160582045975 Intl
Communications

Next semi-annual earnings May 16, pays same semi-annual dividend of 4.5 Euro cents since February 2020 though could be cut this year. Management has not changed previous FY2023
(end March 31) EBITDA guidance range of EUR15-15.2 bil, with mid-point for free cash flow of EUR5.1 bil. Company picks new CEO from inside, will also continue in CFO role. Company is
said to be ready to revive talks for asset sales/unit mergers under new leadership. Liberty Global now owns 4.95% stake in company. UAE group now owns 14.6%. Quality Grade C (No
Change).

WEC Energy Group
(NYSE: WEC)

Buy<95 95.45 3.27 -2.27015 3.195062 0.78 66.3 A 5/11/2023 6/1/2023 7.2337927818298 59.860403241133 Regulated
Elec/Gas
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Q1 earnings per share is lower by -10.1% from a year ago on "one of the mildest winters in history" says CEO. Electricity use by large customers excluding iron ore mines is lower by 3.9% and
overall weather normalized sales are also lower (-1.9%). Management affirms earnings per share long-term growth target of 6.5%-7% annually with commensurate dividend growth through
2027 on $28.1 bil utility CAPEX and 65-70% payout ratio, guidance range for 2023 of $4.58 to $4.62 per share "assuming normal weather" the rest of the year. Operating and maintenance
costs are up 17.5% from year earlier quarter, interest expense is up 46.4%. Investment projects in gas and electricity including solar appear to be proceeding smoothly with regulators'
approval. Quality Grade A (No Change).

Williams Companies
(NYSE: WMB)

Buy<38 29.16 6.14 -10.01985 -6.940519 0.4475 37.7 B 6/9/2023 6/26/2023 3.8037025928497 61.805177852714 Energy Transport

Management raises 2023 guidance for CAPEX to a range of $1.6 to $1.9 bil from previous $1.4 to $1.7 bil, maintains EBITDA guidance of $6.4 to $6.8 bil, 5-7% annual EBITDA growth target.
Q1 EBITDA is higher by 19%, available funds from operations up 21% and dividend coverage hits 2.65 times (2.3 times a year ago). Record gathering volumes (up 18%), record contracted gas
transmission (up 18%) are primary drivers of growth. Cuts net debt to EBITDA to 3.57 times from 3.81 times a year ago (leverage ratio mid-point for 2023 guidance range is still 3.65 times).
Natural Gas and LNG Marketing services unit gets biggest lift with 250% higher EBITDA but all operations benefit from asset expansion and solid contracting activity. Q1 operating costs and
expenses are lower by -8%, interest expense is up 5.2%. Quality Grade B (no change).

Xcel Energy
(NYSE: XEL)

Buy<70 69.3 3 -2.963245 2.001569 0.52 61.6 A 3/14/2023 4/20/2023 6.418164730072 60.954878591332 Regulated
Elec/Gas

Management affirms 2023 earnings guidance range of $3.30 to $3.40 per share, targets 5-7% annual growth long-term, fueled by 7.3% mid-point for annual rate base growth through 2025 with
growth mid-point of 6.5% for 2026-2031. Q1 earnings per share advance by 8.6%. Key driver is utility rate base growth from system investment and rate increases, including for new plan to
build hydrogen hubs in Colorado and the Midwest US with Department of Energy grants. Q1 interest expense is up 16.3%. Colorado is 51.3% of earnings with profit up 21.8% in Q1, Minnesota
net up 8.7% and is 33% of total. Cost control is key to both results and maintaining regulatory support for energy transition spending powering growth. Weather normalized electricity
commercial and industrial sales up 1.1% system wide. Customer growth is 1.3% for Colorado unit, 1% for Minnesota, 0.8% for Southwest US and 0.7% in Wisconsin for electricity. Quality
Grade A (No Change).

York Water
(NSDQ: YORW)

Hold 43.25 1.87 12.189 -0.09465256 0.2027 58 A 6/29/2023 7/14/2023 3.9965608119965 40.232454824491 Regulated Water

Q1 earnings per share are lower by -10.3%, including 8.9% increase in outstanding shares to fund utility CAPEX. Higher rates from increase in Pennsylvania are offset by negative impact of
reset to zero of Distribution System Improvement Charge, under which company adds to rate base investment in pipeline and main replacement as money is spent up to an allowed amount.
Company sees modest customer growth and has $10.6 bil in CAPEX during quarter, including replacing spillway of major dam. Sticks to guidance for $45.7 mil of 2023 CAPEX, should boost
dividends at low to mid-single digit percentage rate later this year. Quality Grade A (No Change).
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